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Abstract
Over the last few years, interest has emerged in blockchain, a decentralized ledger tech-
nology (DLT) created for use in cryptocurrencies, but with a great potential to be used
in other application domains. One of them is supply chain management, tracking and
tracing, which are key processes to the logistics industry, made difficult due to the lack
of standards or trust between actors, miscommunication, fraud and bureaucratic delays,
among other issues. In order to overcome some of these challenges, the solution presented
in this dissertation proposes a blockchain system application created with Ethereum
smart contracts technology. Its main purpose is to be used in supply chain and logistics
for the tracking and tracing products, where the storage of important data is done and
verified in a trustworthy, decentralized system. The technical solution presented here
implements methods for tracking, certification, quality control and authentication, and
integrates the communication of blockchain with IoT devices, which play an important
role in monitoring products and automating these processes.
This approach is validated by the development of a smart contract system and two
browser-based applications to interact with it. The first application allows users to access
and view their product’s tracking data, while the second bridges the communication
between an Arduino UNO microcontroller collecting temperature readings and our smart
contract system. The work presented here highlights the benefits of these technologies
applied to logistics and validates the feasibility of this approach, ultimately giving insight
into the capabilities, qualities, but also of the limitations a system like this can have.
Keywords: blockchain, logistics, smart contracts, supply chains, IoT, Ethereum
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Resumo
Ao longo dos últimos anos, um crescente interesse tem surgido em blockchain, uma tecnolo-
gia de registro descentralizado (DLT) criada para aplicação em sistemas de criptomoedas,
mas com um grande potencial para ser usada em outros tipos de aplicações. Uma delas é
na gestão e seguimento de cadeias de fornecimento, que são processos-chave no setor de
logística, frequentemente dificultados pela falta de normas ou confiança entre diferentes
entidades, pela má comunicação, fraudes e atrasos burocráticos, entre outros problemas.
Para superar alguns destes desafios, a solução apresentada nesta dissertação propõe uma
aplicação de um sistema blockchain, criado com a tecnologia de smart contracts (contra-
tos inteligentes) de Ethereum. O principal objetivo desta solução é ser utilizada para o
seguimento e rastreamento de produtos ao longo de cadeias de fornecimento em logística,
sendo o armazenamento de dados importantes feito e verificado num sistema confiável e
descentralizado. A solução técnica apresentada aqui implementa métodos de seguimento,
certificação, controlo de qualidade e autenticação, integrando também a comunicação de
blockchain com dispositivos IoT, que desempenham um papel importante na monitoriza-
ção de produtos e na automatização destes processos.
Esta abordagem é validada pelo desenvolvimento de um sistema de smart contracts e
duas aplicações web para interagir com ele. A primeira aplicação permite aos utilizadores
do sistema acederem e visualizarem os dados de seguimento dos seus produtos, enquanto
a segunda faz a ponte de comunicação entre um microcontrolador Arduino UNO que re-
colhe leituras de temperatura e as envia para nosso sistema de smart contracts. O trabalho
apresentado aqui pretende destacar os benefícios destas tecnologias aplicadas à logística,
validando a viabilidade da abordagem tomada e, em última análise, dando uma visão das
capacidades, qualidades, mas também das limitações que um sistema como este pode ter.
Palavras-chave: blockchain, logística, smart contracts, cadeias de fornecimento, IoT, Ethe-
reum
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Decentralizing trade
Over the last few years, there has been an increased interest in the development of decen-
tralized systems and computing architectures. With the advent of the internet, improved
communications and processing power have fed the tendency to decentralize computing
tasks - from storage, to processing, and nowadays also networks[1].
However, while decentralized networks have existed for many years in the form of
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, due to security issues they could never be applied to pro-
cesses that involve high-stake transactions. It was the invention of the blockchain, a
Decentralised Ledger Technology (DLT) used in securing P2P networks, that has started
to change that paradigm [2].
The origins of the blockchain, as well as its first application in the bitcoin currency,
are by now a well known subject to many technological and financial institutions. In 2008
Satoshi Nakamoto launched the bitcoin cryptocurrency and with it the first application
of a DLT named blockchain emerged[3].
The great revolution bitcoin brought was creating a viable, secure and transparent
system to log and execute transactions, without the need for a trusted third-party interme-
diary, like a bank, to prevent the problem of double spending or other malicious actions.
This solution could only be achieved with the invention of blockchain, a technology that
uses a cryptographic protocol system named proof-of-work(PoW) for reaching consensus
within a P2P network. It is with this protocol that the security of transactions is ensured.
As the decentralised network increases in size and number of users, so does its security.
By having most members of the network contributing to its maintenance, the need for
a third party that oversees both the network and it’s transactions is eliminated - hence the
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denomination of blockchains as decentralized systems [4] [5]. This decentralization of
power in transactions greatly improves their security, because by having the intermediary
eliminated there is no longer a single point of attack for putting any transactions in
jeopardy [4].
Security and decentralization are important points of value for blockchain technology,
but they are not the only ones. Transparency and immutability are other important
characteristics of benefit in certain blockchain applications [6].
In fact, recently blockchain technology has gained attention as it has been increasingly
noted that this immutable ledger system can be used outside of the cryptocurrency spec-
trum. It can be used to agilize bureocracy, create trust through transparency and give easy
access to trustworthy information. The Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies of
2017 identified blockchain as one of technologies that will lead to reformation in whole
industries, having its breakthrough development during the next five years [7].
An important piece that powered the interest rise on blockchain and its potential was
the invention of smart contracts. Smart contracts were first successfully implemented in
blockchain by Vitalin Buterik in 2014, via the Ethereum platform [8], being essentially
protocols that verify, secure and enact transactions or agreements between consenting
parties in a decentralized network. They enable developers to create applications that
adhere to the most varied sets of rules for ownership, transactions and state transitions,
permitting also the decentralized storage and management of data.
In Ethereum technology specifically, smart contract code is stored in the blockchain.
To interact with it, users execute function calls in the form of transactions, which can
then change the smart contract’s state. Smart contracts are therefore comparable to state
machines that exist within a blockchain. For a more in-depth explanation see Section
2.2.1 of the state of the art.
Smart contracts technology’s versatility allows for more complex applications to be
built on top of blockchain, which is why over the years many different ones have in-
deed been studied and to some extent implemented. Applications for public notaries,
authentication of individuals, objects or documents, anti-counterfeit mechanisms and
decentralized storage are some of the most popular uses of blockchain that have been
explored by companies for varied purposes [9]. Worthy of note is that these are all very
common and necessary mechanisms for managing large chains of value, such as the ones
found in the logistics sector [4].
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1.1.2 Challenges in logistics
The logistics sector, one of the most important in today’s global economy, consists of the
many entities that make their business creating and maintaining supply chains of goods.
In most European countries, this sector’s revenue represents between 6 to 10% of each
country’s GDP, (see Figure 1.1.) Worldwide, the logistics sector’s projected growth is to
hit 15.5tn1 USD dollars by 2023 (almost doubling it’s value in a period of eight years) [10].
However, in spite of its tremendous value in today’s global economies, it is remarkable
how this industry is fraught with risk and plagued by sources of avoidable cost [11].
Figure 1.1: Logistics revenue (ranging between 25 - 260bn €) in relation to EU countries
percentage of GDP (between 6-10%) in 2016. From [12].
A supply chain encompasses many processes, from conception to delivery of products.
Transport, storage and manufacture are guaranteed by several separate entities, between
whom there is often a lack of established trust [11]. The intervenients in this network
are tasked with creating a product and then delivering it to consumers per their demand
- a task of high complexity, and that due to many different factors is rarely completed
optimally. Figure 1.2 illustrates the most basic intervenients in the supply chain process.
Real supply chains are rarely so simple, involving not just one but many of these parties
working in tandem to supply one product.
Executing supply chains is not an easy task, and in fact there are many difficulties
companies go through when navigating this field. The industry is notably fragmented;
it involves many different companies working together, and yet they rarely share data
1The short scale large number naming system is used in all instances of this dissertation on which it can
be applied, including this one referring to "trillions".
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Producer Certifier Transporter Retailer ConsumerWarehouse  
Figure 1.2: Diagram of a basic supply chain tracking process of a product, and its main
intervenients.
and keep their own records and databases private. It doesn’t help that there is a lack of
common standards that facilitate their cooperation. Additionally, regulatory authorities
have mandatory systems in place that still rely on paper-based documentation, and issues
like theft, fraud, smuggling, counterfeit and the like are commonplace and difficult to
tackle [13].
So with the aforementioned issues in mind, it can be theorized that the logistics
industry would benefit from a number of improvements, namely transparency amongst
its participants, standardization of processes, modernization of regulatory practices and
an overall greater level of security and authentication. All of these requirements are
of the kind that blockchain technology can address. Because logistics is an industry
based on transactions where high flow of information occurs, and because many of its
problems stem from issues in transaction-making that blockchain directly addresses, it is
our belief that the implementation of decentralised networks to aiding logistics operations
could have significant impact in their improved security, speed and transparency, while
enabling greater trust to exist between trading parties [14].
We are not the only ones to have noticed how well blockchain could fit with these
processes. Currently, there are already a number of large companies exploring how to
integrate blockchain into logistics operations - namely Walmart, UPS, FedEx, DHL and
Maersk [15] [13] [6]. The interest of industry giants on this new technology can be taken
as another indicator of its potential in field.
Many start-ups exploring the use of blockchain for tracking, transparency and valida-
tion in supply chains have also emerged - like Provenance [16] or Faizod [17], which aim
to integrate blockchain for tracking products through QR code labels or RFID, respec-
tively. In fact the use of Internet-of-Things (IoT) solutions in these systems is a common
proposal.
IoT in logistics refers to monitoring and facilitating supply chain processes by es-
tablishing communication between supply chain management systems and sensors or
actuating devices. These are attached or in the vicinity of the items that are being pro-
cessed, and can send and receive data through the established communication channel.
Their data collection and actuation capabilities can be integrated into these management
systems, particularly for the purposes of tracking items, ensuring their integrity and
detecting issues in the supply chain.
Integrating IoT technologies in supply chain tracking systems therefore adds further
4
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value to any innovative proposals, including ones that contemplate blockchain in their
solutions.
With this outlook in mind, we believe there are many improvements a blockchain-
based system could bring to making transactions in logistics, specifically:
1. Transparency for consumers - Accessing a product’s history and origin from an
immutable, secure database informs and strengthens customers’ trust on their pur-
chase choices [16].
2. Traceability of products - While enabling transparency and giving customers, reg-
ulators and auditors access to important information, traceability guarantees that
products whose history cannot be traced in the network are easily identified as
potential cases of fraud or contraband. This is not only crucial to identifying and
solving issues quickly, but also a valuable tool to gain a customer’s trust when
products go on sale.
3. Security in transactions - All the intervening parties in the supply chain benefit
from the added security a decentralised blockchain system can bring to registering
transactions and certifications whilst also enforcing authentication.
4. Diminished bureaucratic delays - It is possible to facilitate and improve bureau-
cracy by using secure smart contracts to complete signing and verification processes
that might otherwise waste a lot of time and money [6]. Having a platform for this
that isn’t reliant on paper also helps issues like documentation being damaged or
lost.
5. Identifying faults in the supply chain - Collecting data on supply chain processes
can lead to quicker identification and solving of issues, resulting in a more efficient
and profitable business which ultimately benefits customers and clients as well.
5
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1.2 Proposed Solution
In light of the issues facing logistics and the opportunities brought about with new dis-
tributed ledger technologies, this dissertation forms a proposal of a blockchain-based
application for use in logistics, with particular focus on the tracking and tracing of a
product’s journey throughout a supply chain. The system envisioned is designed and
implemented using smart contract technologies, and is aimed at serving the different
kinds of entities that participate in the logistics industry, whilst also being a platform
that can provide costumers at the end-of-chain information on the items they are buying.
1.2.1 Research Question and Hypothesis
This dissertation’s work tries to answer a few key research questions in the field of
blockchain logistics applications, namely:
• Can blockchain and smart contracts technologies be used as a basis for supply chain
management and tracking of goods?
– Can they handle the complexities required by a system like this, particularly
in terms of storage and computation requirements?
– Can they agilize transactional and certification processes?
– Are these applications ready for real-world use?
• What approaches can be taken to seamlessly integrate IoT devices and blockchain
technologies in the process of tracking items through supply chains?
The ensuing hypothesis is that a system built with blockchain and smart contract
technologies can successfully process supply chain tracking data and achieve levels of
trustworthiness, transparency and security that are superior to the ones found in cen-
tralized systems. By having all entities participating in the supply chain process use the
same blockchain and smart contracts application for storing tracking data and handling
important tasks such as authentication and quality checks, the communication and man-
agement of bureaucracy associated with logistics can be improved. At the same time,
some of the steps in these processes are facilitated by introducing IoT device data into the
blockchain system and have it evaluated by smart contracts. These technologies can be
made available via user-friendly APIs, and can potentially overcome their most common
issues to become usable in real systems.
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1.2.2 A smart contract system for supply chain tracking
A simplified view of the steps involved in product tracking when using our blockchain
system are laid out in Figure 1.3. It shows how a product can be tracked from its origin by
having its data continuously updated and its status automatically evaluated and approved
via smart contracts and IoT device data input. The data collected can help managers
identify issues in supply chains, and provide proof of origin and traceability for items.
Update tracking
data
Order device to
start reading
Send device
readings
Create product record
Register origin,
production and label
data
Certify product
authenticity
Create quality
terms/requirements
Update tracking
data
Mark end-of-chain
Producer Certifier /Govt.Authority Transporter
IoT Device
Verify access permissions Check data against quality
requirements
Evaluate journey
success
Retailer
Supply 
Chain 
Blockchain
Record 
Smart
Contract 
Access tracking 
information 
Customer
Figure 1.3: Conceptual view of supply chain tracking of goods supported by blockchain
and smart contracts.
Entities that have access to the system (i.e.producers, transporters or certifiers) input
into the blockchain smart contract system updates on status and location of the products
they carry. Authentication is handled with smart contracts via a RBAC (Role-Based Access
Control) system, in which permissions for interacting with the system’s smart contracts
are dependent on what role or roles each user has. These are automatically verified with
each user’s access attempt.
Another goal is to automatize or improve some of the steps of tracking and monitoring
products by connecting IoT devices to the blockchain. Using sensors and other kinds
of tracking devices, it is possible to measure and afterwards register on the blockchain
information on the items condition, location or status. For this purpose, a system for users
to control their devices via orders sent through our blockchain system is implemented.
An additional feature that is explored is a system for enforcing customizable quality
standards, where all of the information introduced into the blockchain - whether by
devices or by authorized users - is continuously tested against any terms for transport,
quality or clearance that authorities and certifiers might have seen fit to enforce. A feature
like this seeks to ensure buyers, or other parties that have stake in the product, of the
integrity of the items being supplied.
The intent behind having all of the functionalities described above working in tan-
dem is to achieve a blockchain-based application for supply chain tracking that is more
transparent and trustworthy than the ones currently in place, tackling some of the issues
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in logistics that were previously described.
It must be pointed out that this solution does not contemplate the use of cryptocur-
rencies or payment features in the system. Although these can certainly be very valuable
tools, for now the focus of the system is on blockchain’s use as a decentralized, untamper-
able registry for logistics tracing, leaving the financial aspects behind these processes for
future work.
For the system implementation, Ethereum smart contract technologies will be used.
Ethereum is the platform that kickstarted smart contract technologies, and is overall one
of the better documented and more used frameworks for development and test of complex
blockchain applications. After implementation, we will make tests and simulations of
real-life supply chain processes being tracked with our platform. A final evaluation of the
results obtained, including challenges and future prospects for blockchain in this field
will be made.
The conclusions taken will hopefully contribute to the general scientific study of
blockchain and particularly its implementation and use in the logistics industry, as well
as with IoT technologies.
1.2.3 Objectives and Contributions
The general objectives for this dissertation’s work can be summarized as follows:
1. With blockchain technologies, design a smart contract system that can be used
by different entities to record and to access different products data as they travel
through supply chains. The system should take advantage of blockchain technolo-
gies main benefits - trust, security, transparency and untamperability;
2. To automate some of the validation, certification and quality checks that happen in
supply chains by taking advantage of smart contract technologies’ capabilities for
complex logic processing in blockchain systems;
3. To study and implement IoT device communciation with a blockchain system;
4. To find the most adequate development tools available to complete the first three
objectives, and find out what benefits and drawbacks might be expected from using
them.
And along the work developed in the dissertation, the following contributions have
been made:
• The creation of an Ethereum smart contract system, developed in Solidity (a smart
contract coding language) using Truffle Suite tools. The system fulfils objectives
1-3.
• The development of two browser-based APIs to interact with the smart contract
system:
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– The first application accesses the blockchain system to show the logged in
user the tracking data of the items in his possession. It was built in Javascript
and HTML, and uses many different tools and libraries, which are detailed in
Section 4.3.
– The second application focuses on bridging the communication gap between
an IoT device and the blockchain-based smart contract system. To implement
it, the same tools as the first application were used plus an Arduino UNO
microcontroller connected to a temperature sensor. From it, measurements
are taken, and registered on the blockchain upon the receiving of temperature
reading requests.
• An evaluation of the implementation process and of the final solution’s positive
and negative points. A number of conclusions are reached on possible points for
improvement and issues found that gives some insight on blockchain technology’s
readiness and fitness for being adopted in logistics systems.
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1.3 Document Structure
This section provides a summary of the following chapters of this dissertation.
• Chapter 2 covers the state of the art, beginning with an overview of blockchain
technology’s most basic mechanisms and some of the existing frameworks for appli-
cation development. This is followed by a section detailing our chosen framework,
Ethereum, and the intricacies of its smart contract technology. The final section
of this chapter is an overview of the research that has been made on the fields of
blockchain for logistics and blockchain being used with IoT technologies, both by
academic researchers and by companies.
• Chapter 3 gives a detailed explanation of our system model. It begins with an
application scenario, followed by sections detailing the system’s objectives and
functionalities, the overall design and the challenges faced when developing our
solution.
• Chapter 4 discusses how we implemented our system model, what tools were used,
the final structure of our smart contract system and how it operates. We also discuss
the implementation of two web-based applications we built that interact with the
blockchain - one for users and one for bridging communication with an IoT device.
• Chapter 5 details the results of our work - the smart contract system and its appli-
cations. We evaluate the system’s overall performance, cost and scalability.
• Chapter 6 contains conclusions on the results and work of this dissertation, final
remarks and a proposal for future work.
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State of the Art
The state of the art chapter will give an introductory overlook of the important concepts
behind the work of this thesis. The chapter starts with a section explain blockchain
technology in its simplest form (the bitcoin model) and its recent innovations, followed
by a section explaining important concepts specific to Ethereum technologies and finally
a section analysing the more recent works and applications on the fields of blockchain
for logistics, smart contracts and IoT, and a short reflection on the research done.
2.1 Blockchain Technology
One of the main objectives of this thesis is studying the potential benefits that the
blockchain technology could bring to logistics. Blockchain is a DLT (Decentralized Ledger
Technology), first created and used by Satoshi Nakamoto in the Bitcoin cryptocurrency
transaction system [3]. Its functioning has been summarily explained in Section1.1.1, but
a full and detailed explanation of the technologies that have made blockchain possible
will be given in this section - starting with an explanation of some important concepts
behind the definition of blockchain.
Blockchain is a DLT where a data ledger in the form of a chronological chain of blocks
is constructed in a P2P network - hence the name blockchain. It was first created and
used by Satoshi Nakamoto in the bitcoin cryptocurrency transaction system [3].
There are a few important components to be found in a blockchain:
1. blocks are data structures containing the information being stored in the blockchain.
When they are added to the blockchain, they are immutable and irreversible.
2. consensus is the system by which users participating in the blockchain network
come to agreement on a block’s validity and if it can be added to the existing chain.
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Bitcoin in particular uses the proof-of-work system.
3. nodes are users of the blockchain network. They participate in the consensus system
and in the process of validating blocks by providing computing power.
Cryptocurrencies use blockchain to make secure transactions of digital coins, but this
is not the only possible use for this technology. It can be used for purposes of validation,
tracking, registry, or any other task that requires secure and immutable data storage
and/or digital transactions. However, since the bitcoin blockchain is the most traditional
and well-known use of blockchain, it will be the base example used throughout Chapter
2 to explain the most basic technical details of blockchain technology.
In the bitcoin blockchain many technologies are used in tandem, namely times-
tamping of transactions, peer-to-peer networks, cryptography, and shared computational
power via a consensus algorithm called proof-of-work.
2.1.1 Data Encryption
To understand how blocks, mining and consensus ensure that the blockchain is secure
and immutable, one needs to understand the how the core encryption of blocks is made -
which is mainly through the use of hash functions.
A hash function can be generally described by Equation 2.1:
hash(s)→ p (2.1)
Both s and p being strings. The definition of hash function is a one-way, non invert-
ible encryption function that maps a set of inputs to a set of outputs. This means that
hash−1(p)→ s does not exist. A hashing function is deterministc, in the sense that the
same input s always returns the same output p. Another important characteristic is that a
small change in the hashing function’s input produces a very different result in the output
[18].
The bitcoin system uses a hashing function called SHA-256, where the output string
p always has a fixed length of 32 bytes [18]. New blocks must always contain the hash
(output p) of the previous block in the blockchain, so changing any block would require
recalculating the hashes on subsequent blocks as well [19]. To further increase the security
of the blockchain, a Merkle Tree system, involving more complex hashing, is also used.
It is important to note that, as shown in Figure 2.1 blocks in a blockchain are linked
through each others hashes, one of the reasons why it is almost impossible to cheat the
information on them. The linking of blocks through hashes, and the inclusion of times-
tamps and a Merkle Roots inside them are some of the most important mechanisms that
secure the blockchain and make it so difficult to tamper with.
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Figure 2.1: Simplified representation of consecutive block are linking through each other’s
hashes. From [21].
2.1.2 Blocks
The pieces that constitute the blockchain are called blocks. Blocks are up to 1MB in size,
most of which is transaction data - however, the most important part of the block is the
80 bytes forming the block header. The block header contains data that is used during
the mining of blocks and to ensure the overall security of the blockchain. It is composed
of five pieces of data [19], and two of them are hashes (see Section 2.1.1), namely:
• The Current Block’s Hash - 32 byte string, obtained by running the SHA-256 hash-
ing function on a string representation of the current block.
• The Previous Block’s Hash - hash of the block that precedes the current one.
• The Merkle Root - Also called binary hash root or Root Hash, it is the result of
applying the Merkle Tree algorithm to every transaction in the block, also with the
SHA-256 hashing function.
The other three pieces of data are not hashed, but are important information related
to the process of block mining. They can be summarily explained:
• The Timestamp - A 4 byte timestamp encoded in Unix "Epoch"format. Blocks don’t
need to be in chronological order within the blockchain, but to be accepted, their
timestamp must be greater than the median timestamp of the last eleven blocks
and lesser than the median timestamp of all nodes connected to the miner + 2h.
Block timestamps are overall only accurate within one or two hours, but they exist
to make the block more difficult to hack [22].
• The Nonce - A 4 byte numeric counter, incremented every time an attempt to solve
the proof-of-work problem within the set difficulty target is made during mining.
When the answer to the problem is found and a new block can be made, the counter
can stop being incremented.
• The Difficulty Target - A 4 byte numeric representation of the accepted difficulty
for mining. Although it is not represented in 2.1, it is important to the process of
PoW consensus, explained in Section 2.1.3 [22].
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2.1.3 Proof-of-Work
To make sure that creating fake blocks requires more investment than potential returns,
the blockchain network demands proof-of-work (PoW), which is the mathematically com-
plex problem miners must solve when trying to create a new blocks. There are several
different algorithms for this in existence (Ethereum, for example, has its own proof-of-
work algorithm called Ethash[23]), but the most well known is the one used in bitcoin.
In the bitcoin blockchain, proof-of-work is finding a block hash with a set number
of leading zeroes - defined by the difficulty target parameter on the block header. This
can be done by running the SHA-256 hashing function on the block data with a slightly
different input every time. The varying input is called nonce, also present on the block
header, and usually some sort of incremented counter. Figure 2.2 shows the inputs used
on the SHA-256 when trying to find a block hash with a certain level of difficulty.
Tx | Tx | Tx | Tx | Tx | Tx 
Tx | Tx | Tx |Tx | Tx | Tx 
 Prev. Hash Nonce
Block
Blo
ck 
 
Ha
sh
0000abcd456............
Difficulty
SHA256( Hash of previous block + Transactions hash + Timestamp + Nonce  )
Known Unknown
=
Figure 2.2: Graphic illustrating the expected result from the proof-of-work method using
the SHA-256 hash function.
2.1.4 Transactions
Bitcoin transactions are fairly simple in functioning. The user making the payment - the
sender - creates a transaction, which has inputs and outputs, as seen on Figure 2.3 on
the block showing transaction data. Inputs are references to previous transactions where
the sender obtained bitcoin. This bitcoin is sent to another user - the receiver - in an
established amount making this person the first output’s recipient. If there is any spare
change from the input transactions to the first output, it is transferred back to the sender,
who is the second output’s recipient [21] [3].
The security of transactions is guaranteed through a key pair signing system. Each
user has two keys - a public key and a private key, mathematically related via an asym-
metric elliptical curve function. As the names suggest, only the user knows his own
private key, while his public key is shared when he is making transactions. The keys are
mathematically related, but due to the intractable property of elliptic curve cryptography,
the private key is almost impossible to find with just the public key.
As illustrated in Figure 2.3, when the sender is making a transaction, he creates a
signature for the transaction with his private key. This is done using a specific signing
function with three inputs - the sender’s private key, the receiver’s public key and the
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Sender
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the sender with the given 
public key 
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bitcoin in these
transactions has already
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Receiver's 
Public Key 
Figure 2.3: Diagram illustrating the process of creating, signing and validating a transac-
tion using a key pair encryption system.
transaction data. The sender’s public key is known, and can be used, along with the signa-
ture and the transaction data, to verify that the transaction has indeed been created by the
person with that public key. Miners also do signature checks when adding transactions
to a block.
To avoid the case where users to spend the same coin twice - double spending - bitcoin
has a network-wide register of unspent transaction outputs called UTXO pool [21]. If the
bitcoin the sender references as his inputs are in this register, he hasn’t spent it yet, and
can do so in a new transaction. Miners do this check for every transaction input, as well
as checks for repeated inputs (double spending in the same transaction).
2.1.5 Mining
Mining and consensus are the systems bitcoin has in place that enable its functioning as
a secure, distributed and permissionless cryptocurrency network. As was summarized in
Section 1.1.1, the bitcoin network is comprised of a network of users called nodes. All
nodes contain a copy of the blockchain ledger, which is a register of the bitcoin transac-
tions that occur between users. Nodes that validate transactions and compete to create
blocks are called miners. The process for verifying and creating a block involves the
solving of a mathematical problem that demands a lot of processing power, as well as
validation by other nodes. The consensus system put in place to create blocks and reach
an agreement on new block’s validity is called proof-of-work. If their block is chosen to be
added to the blockchain, miners are rewarded for their work in maintaining the network
secure with bitcoin. The generic description of the process is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the verification process of a bitcoin transaction between Alice and
Bob.
One of the problems that can occur is forking, where two valid blocks are created
nearly at the same time and lead to a fork (divergence) in the blockchain. However,
as miners continue building the chain, at some point one of the forked block branches
becomes larger than the other, and the smaller one is rendered invalid and obsolete [24],
so while long forks are possible they are unlikely. Newer blockchains try to address this
issue and provide finality, which is the absence of forks in the system.
The bitcoin network adjusts its difficulty level with every 2016 blocks created, so
that the average time for mining a new block is always approximately 10 minutes [22].
As the bitcoin price goes up, so does the difficulty level for mining. For this reason an
increasing number of energetic resources is spent by competing miners as the processing
power demanded to hit the difficulty target goes up. If their block is chosen, miners are
currently awarded 12.5 BTC on the first transaction of the block. While this serves as
incentive for miners to keep working on maintaining the network, the difficulty level can
only be maintained as long as the reward for mining is greater than the price of energy
spent.
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2.1.6 Challenges for developers
There are a number of problems inherent to blockchain technologies that make the devel-
opment of new applications difficult, namely:
1. Blockchain does not scale well - Scalability is always a problem for blockchain sys-
tems. As they start becoming too big, their upkeep is progressively more demanding
in terms of computing power and storage [13].
2. Blockchain systems are expensive and slow - Because validating every transaction
requires all nodes in the system to verify it, there is a lot of computing power needed
to run a blockchain system, and this often translates into higher costs and latency
than what is found in traditional centralized systems.
3. There is no privacy - Even if a blockchain system is permissioned, all nodes possess
the block data that can be decrypted with little effort unless the system has been de-
signed with privacy concerns in mind (i.e. Quorum[25] or Hyperledger Fabric[26]).
Therefore, maintaining confidentiality between nodes is difficult. This can be a
downside to many applications, including the one developed in this dissertation’s
work.
4. Blockchain is a very recent technology - a lot of the hype centered around blockchain
systems is speculation. While the technology has a lot of verified strong points, its
usability for applications that aren’t cryptocurrencies has yet to be completely ex-
plored, developed and improved.
The problems enumerated are largely dependant on the improvement of development
tools and on the tweaking of some of the processes behind blockchain. The large array
of frameworks being developed tackle these issues on varying levels, but generally trade-
offs must be made, since many of these solutions compromise other positive aspects of
blockchain, like security, transparency or immutability.
2.1.7 Frameworks
The growing excitement surrounding blockchain technology’s potential has led to the cre-
ation of many different frameworks for developers to work on. Some are geared towards
particular uses - private ledgers, banking operations, asset tracking - while others are
more versatile and allow the development of many different systems.
Dinh et al. in their paper "Untangling Blockchain: A Data Processing View"[27] pro-
vide a very complete overview of the existing frameworks and their distinguishing fea-
tures. Of the many options available, the ones that stand out the most are Hyperledger and
Ethereum - Hyperledger because it is designed towards use in consortium blockchains
(blockchains whose users encompass several different companies), and Ethereum because
of its smart contract technology, which is at the forefront in terms of versatility.
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Hyperledger : a consortium of open source projects hosted by the Linux Foundation
since 2015. Its purpose is mainly to create a bridge between leader companies in dif-
ferent areas - such as banking, finance, technology, IoT, manufacturing - in the joint
advancement of blockchain technologies.
Hyperledger is a very popular platform and has produced several different frame-
works for developers to work with, most notably:
1. Hyperledger Sawtooth - a framework for building DLTs geared towards enterprise
or permissioned use, its main focuses are modularity and extensibility. Sawtooth
technology is designed to support several different smart contract languages (includ-
ing Ethereum’s Solidity), and also features built-in access control and role attribu-
tion. Sawtooth operates PoEt consensus, but minor adjustments to this mechanism
are allowed. The project’s future goals include developing better privacy settings,
which are not existent at the time [28].
2. Hyperledger Fabric - developed with the support of IBM, Hyperledger Fabric’s main
feature is its modular architecture, which separates transaction ordering from chain-
code execution - meaning that there can exist a much greater privacy level between
nodes in Fabric blockchains. Privacy is a very valued characteristic by companies
and enterprises and one of the main drawbacks of traditional blockchain technol-
ogy. Due to its modular nature, Fabric can also support many different consensus
systems. It supports permissioned blockchains and smart contracts written in Go
[26]. Recently it has developed support for the EVM as well.
3. Hyperledger Burrow - a permissioned blockchain node that runs the EVM. Wor-
thy of note is that the original Ethereum network does not support permissioned
blockchains. Burrow uses a PoS consensus system called Tendermint, and provides
high transaction-throughput and finality [29].
Hyperledger was designed with use for consortium chains in mind, and that certainly
fits the scenario that this dissertation is looking to achieve. It allows for better through-
put of transactions and less latency than Ethereum. However it suffers from scalability
issues[27].
Ethereum : a blockchain network proposed in 2014 by Vitalin Buterik, a former Bitcoin
programmer, Ethereum is nowadays both the second largest cryptocurrency network in
the market and a popular framework for developing and testing blockchains. It was a
pioneering framework in the field of smart contract technology, introducing an Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM) that runs smart contracts written in Solidity, a Turing complete
language [23]. Users test contracts on the EVM before launching them on the network for
a small fee called ’gas’, dependent on the size of the smart contract instructions. Further-
more, Ethereum posesses a coin called Ether that can be used to power applications on
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the Ethereum blockchain, commonly referred to as Dapps (more information on this is
found on Section2.2.1).
As a framework, Ethereum is very popular. It is a pioneer in the development of
blockchain and smart contract technologies, and has proved immensely popular, with an
enthusiastic community and solid documentation to back it. The technology is so popular
that other frameworks have implemented support for Solidity smart contracts and EVMs
on their platforms (ex. Hyperledger Burrow, Hyperledger Sawtooth). Others like Quorum
and Parity utilize the EVM as their smart contract execution environment [27].
However the main Ethereum blockchain does not directly support features like pri-
vacy, permissioned networks or other consensus systems besides its own (a PoW based
system named Ethash), mainly promoting the creation and use of public applications
(Dapps). This does not mean there are no other options to be taken on this matter.
Open-source code is made available to developers who want to create their own private
Ethereum blockchains [30], and projects such as Quorum[25], which uses the EVM, tackle
the privacy issues of blockchains as well. So using existing Ethereum development tools
to obtain a system with permissioned use in mind is certainly valid, and as the technology
advances it will become easier to put in practice.
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2.2 Ethereum Blockchain Technology
Ethereum blockchain technologies were chosen for the implementation of the blockchain-
based logistics tracking system proposed on this thesis. This decision came down to a few
reasons that are explained in Section 4.1.
As such, this section focuses on giving an overview of important, specific concepts
relating to Ethereum blockchain, that were not previously covered on Section 2.1.7.
2.2.1 Ethereum Smart Contracts
Smart contracts are a type of transactional technology first proposed by Nick Szabo in
1997, as a form of controlled and secure digital contract that can be enforced and embed-
ded onto property. They would be essentially security protocols, protecting and ensuring
ownership within contracted terms [31].
In 2014 Vitalin Buterik proposed a new form of blockchain system called Ethereum,
that sought to solve the Bitcoin blockchain’s lack of versatility for scripting in transac-
tions. His system introduced a blockchain with a built-in Turing-complete programming
language, which can let anyone write smart contracts and decentralized applications. In
this blockchain, users can create their own arbitrary rules for ownership, transaction for-
mats and state transition functions [23]. With Ethereum, Nick Szabo’s concept of smart
contracts found its existence within the decentralized blockchain system [9].
For smart contracts to be embedded into blockchain systems, their design and func-
tioning has to undergo some big changes. Ethereum differs from traditional blockchain
because it is a transaction-based state machine. There exists a genesis state, and through
the execution of transactions the Ethereum blockchain’s state is morphed, and can be
validated from the information present in the latest block accepted to the network. The
current state is stored in the state database, which is kept off-chain and has a complicated
structure made-up of mappings or hash tables.
Ethereum’s state is made up of objects called accounts[23].There are two types of ac-
count in Ethereum: externally owned accounts controlled by private keys (corresponding
to user accounts), and contract accounts, which are controlled by their contract code. This
last type is what we commonly call smart contracts. All accounts contain a nonce (a kind
of transaction counter) and a balance, and the ability to sign and send messages/transac-
tions. Smart contract accounts are also associated to two additional data fields - one for
contract code and another for contract data/state storage[8].
Transactions in Ethereum pertain to not only the transaction of cryptocurrency, but
also the execution of any smart contract code that alters the state of the Ethereum blockchain.
Figure 2.5 illustrates an example usage of a smart contract that implements an to-do list,
owned by Bob but potentially usable by Alice after he updates the contract’s state. It
shows also how state variables are used to control the smart contract’s behaviour, which
functions as a state machine run on the blockchain.
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Bob's To-Do List Smart Contract (SC)
SC State Variables SC Code
owner = Bob; 
list_open = false; 
To_Do_List; 
function addToDo( To_Do )  function changeListState( state)
Adds item to To_Do_List if called
by the contract owner or if the list
is open (list_open = true).
If called by contract owner, changes the
list's state to open or closed.
 
Bob decides to deploy on the blockchain a smart contract that saves his To-Do list. He codes it so that only
he, the owner, can add items to this list, unless  the list_open state variable is set to true.
1
Message: addToDo( To_Do_x )
Recipient: Bob's To-Do List
Smart Contract
Alice Transaction Request list_open = false 
Alice ≠ owner 
Transaction 
Rejected
 
Alice tries to add an item to Bob's to-do list on the smart contract he created, but since the contract's state
is set to closed (list_open = false) and Alice is not the contract's owner, the code held by the smart
contract says her transaction request must be rejected, and consequently so does the blockchain network.
2
 
Alice asks Bob to change his smart contract's state so she is able to write on it. To this end he sends 
transaction request to the blockchain where he executes the changeListState. The transaction is
accepted because Bob is the contract's owner. The method he called sets the list_open variable to true,
and from now on Alice can execute the previous transaction request with success.
3
Message: 
changeListState( true )
Recipient: Bob's To-Do List
Smart Contract
Bob Transaction Request
Bob = owner 
Transaction 
Accepted
Bob's  
SC 
Bob's  
SC 
...
list_open =
true;
...
Bob's SC State
Variables
Figure 2.5: Diagram of the verification process of a smart contract (SC) transaction be-
tween Alice and Bob.
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When creating a contract, developers define its behaviour through code, which is
unmodifiable after being launched in the blockchain. Contract state changes can occur
for transacting a coin or token - which contract accounts, like user accounts, can hold -
or for updating state variables inside that contract, which is what Bob does in Figure 2.5.
State variables can be used to store data, but in the Ethereum blockchain this practice is
avoided due to storage being expensive.
In terms of the blockchain technology, smart contracts had to come with several inno-
vations. Although the overall mining process is similar to Bitcoin’s, Ethereum developed
its own PoW consensus system called Ethash and a new form of Merkle Tree called Pa-
tricia Tree [23]. While bitcoin blocks store information on transactions only, Ethereum
stores information of both transactions and the most recent state of every contract and
user account.
As they exist nowadays, smart contracts are protocols that verify, secure and enact
transactions or agreements between consenting parties in a decentralized network. They
are one of the most powerful assets supporting the rise of blockchain technology, and
are already used to power many applications in areas such as governance, crodwfunding,
autonomous banks, keyless access and others, including logistics [9].
2.2.2 The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
Smart contract code itself is executed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine or EVM in the
form of a low-level, stack-based bytecode language, referred to as EVM code, and made
up of series of bytes where each byte represents an operation.
The EVM is a stack machine, and uses a last-in-first-out stack container to push and
pop values as it operates, as well as an expandable memory byte array and, additionally,
the smart contract’s long-term storage. Of these three types of storage, only contract
storage remains after code execution. At each point of execution, a data packet called
tuple contains the computational state of the EVM at the given moment, and is used
throughout the iteration of instructions from the beginning to the end of the code being
processed [23].
The execution model of the EVM has been described as quite simple, and its over-
all lack of efficiency is one of the points for improvement that developers have identi-
fied. Even executing basic operations to the functioning of Ethereum, such as signature
verification, updating the Merkle tree and state databases is very computationally ex-
pensive[30]. While the current platform is admittedly inefficient and inappropriate for
complex applications, plans are being laid out for new versions of the EVM that address
these issues[32].
EVM code can be written and compiled in a higher-level language, Solidity. Other
Turing-complete languages are used to write smart contracts on other frameworks, such
as Java or Go, used in Hyperledger Sawtooth and Fabric [28].
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2.2.3 Solidity
Solidity is a high-level language used to create smart contracts that can be compiled
into the EVM. While there exist other high-level languages for this purpose, Solidity is
one of the most used, particularly it is the language used in development of this thesis
proposed blockchain application. As such, some basic concepts particular to this language
can be useful for understanding later chapters discussing implementation and results.
The information given in this section is a condensed version of concepts explained in
the Solidity Documentation pages[33]. To help visualize and understand them, i use
an excerpt of the Ownable.sol smart contract code, taken from an open-source smart
contract library and shown in Listing 2.1.
1 pragma solidity ^0.5.2;
2 /*** @title Ownable
3 * @dev The Ownable contract has an owner address, and provides basic
authorization control functions */
4 contract Ownable {
5 address private _owner;
6
7 event OwnershipTransferred(address indexed previousOwner, address indexed
newOwner);
8 /** @dev Throws if called by any account other than the owner.*/
9 modifier onlyOwner() {
10 require(isOwner());
11 _;
12 }
13 /** @return true if ‘msg.sender‘ is the owner of the contract.*/
14 function isOwner() public view returns (bool) {
15 return msg.sender == _owner;
16 }
17 function renounceOwnership() public onlyOwner {
18 emit OwnershipTransferred(_owner, address(0));
19 _ owner = address(0);
20 }
21 ...
22 }
Listing 2.1: Excerpt of the Ownable.sol smart contract code. It is taken from the
OpenZeppelin repository[34].
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Types Solidity supports basic variable types such as boolean, integers
(signed and unsigned, up to 256 bytes), bytes and their arrays, as
well as basic logic and number operations. Dynamic byte arrays
can be declared as strings. New types can be defined in the form
of structs, which are made up of basic type variables.
For storing data, users can utlize arrays or a type called mapping,
which is essentially a kind of hash table where values are mapped
to keys. Solidity does not support floating point type numbers
in their entirety, yet, and has some limitations when it comes to
dealing with dynamic arrays.
Solidity also has a variable type that is particular to blockchains
and the EVM, called address. An Ethereum address is a 20 byte
value that points to where a user or contract account is stored
in the blockchain. The address type serves to store these values
when needed. Addresses also have members specific to their type,
mostly used when transferring Ether.
Contracts Contracts are akin to classes in other object-oriented program-
ming languages. As can be observed in the Ownable contract of
Listing 2.1, they can contain state variables, methods, objects, and
can inherit these attributes from other contracts as well. Users
interact with contracts and alter their state by calling their func-
tions.
There are also special types of contracts called libraries and in-
terfaces. Ordinary contracts may use library methods to ac-
cess external code that obtains/calculates values for them, but
cannot directly alter the calling contract’s state. Interfaces are
used for bridging communication between two different contracts
launched on the same blockchain.
State Variables State variables are kept in the contracts storage, and make up
its state. They are the most expensive kind of storage in the
blockchain (this is discussed in Section 2.2.5). They can also be
declared with some of the visibility types explained in the func-
tions section of this list.The Ownable contract example has only
one state variable, the _owner address.
Global Variables Some variables pertaining to the block and transaction infor-
mation are available to smart contracts. One example is the
msg.sender, used in the isOwner() method of the Ownable con-
tract to access the address of the user making the function call.
Other variables are accessible this way.
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Functions Functions in Solidity take parameters as inputs, and can return an
arbitrary number of values as output. When they are declared, a
number of keywords - private, public, internal, external,
pure or view - can be combined to define a function’s visibility
and access to memory. The first three keywords we listed can also
be used when declaring state variables. They can be summarily
described as follows:
• internal functions are accessible from inside the contract
or its derived contracts own code only;
• external functions are only accessible by users or other
contracts;
• public functions are available both internally and exter-
nally;
• private functions are accessible from inside the main con-
tract only, and inaccessible to derived contracts or other ac-
counts
• pure functions do not read or modify state
• view functions can read state but won’t modify it
The Ownable contract contains two example functions. Both were
declared as public, but one is of the view type, and doesn’t alter
state.
Modifiers Function modifiers are essentially mini-functions that are only
run before executing a normal function’s code, and can in this
way modify their behaviour. They generally enforce requisites for
the user to get access to a function.
For example, in the Ownable contract, a modifier named only-
Owner() exists, and its purpose is to check if the user making
a function call is the contract’s owner. In the declaration of
renounceOwnership(), we see the onlyOwner() modifier being
used. This means that any user trying to renounce ownership is
first verified as being the owner, via the code run in the only-
Owner() modifier.
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Events Events are interfaces for the EVM’s logging functionalities. They
are inheritable members of contracts. When called, their input ar-
guments are inserted on the block as log data. This means the data
is saved on the blockchain, but outside the EVM’s state, making
events a kind of cheaper storage than state variables.
In the Ownable contract, an OwnershipTransferred event is
logged every time a user calls the renounceOwnership() func-
tion. It is possible to have front-end applications listen for events
being logged on new blocks, and act according to their log data.
The drawbacks to events are that it’s not possible to restrict access
to emitting them, and that transaction logs might eventually get
deleted if the block is very old.
2.2.4 The Cost of Ethereum Blockchains
The possibilities of smart contracts are almost limitless, and hampered only by one thing -
computing power, the only resource expended in maintaining a blockchain. In Ethereum
blockchains, this resource can become extremely expensive, mostly due to efficiency
issues of the overall Ethereum blockchain’s design and its EVM execution model.
The Ethereum blockchain quantifies the computing power being expended with a
unit called ’gas’, and there are two variables associated to every transaction that define its
quantity and its cost - they are respectively named gas cost and gas price; two different
concepts with similar names[8].
Every computer instruction made when running smart contract code has a cost in gas,
defined in Ethereum’s yellow paper[8]. Consequently, every transaction interacting with
a smart contract has a gas cost, which is the sum of the cost of every computer instruction
being run in the smart contract’s code.
When submitting a transaction to the blockchain, users define what gas price they
are willing to pay in Ether (ETH), Ethereum’s cryptocurrency, for each gas unit, in order
to have their transaction included in the next block. The amount of ETH they spend
on a single transaction is therefore the gas cost of executing its code times the gas price
they set out to pay. Converting ETH into regular currency, we can tell the cost of these
transactions tends to be quite high.
To put it into perspective, storing a 32 byte word in the main Ethereum blockchain
costs 20.000 gas[8]. As of writing this, the average gas price is 2.4 Gwei [35] or nanoEther,
and Ether’s unitary price is approximately 87$ [36] (cryptocurrency prices are subject
to a lot of variation, but the market is on a particularly low point, having hit its max at
1386$ per ETH in January 2018). Knowing this, we can infer that storing 1GB of data in
the Ethereum blockchain right now would cost approximately 130,500$, a price that is
very hard to justify, even for decentralized storage.
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2.2.5 Storage in Ethereum
Data storage is one of functionalities our blockchain system most relies on, so this section
reflects on some problems and benefits to the two kinds of storage that can be used in
Ethereum blockchains - contract storage (state variables) events and off-chain storage.
The first two have already been mentioned and their mechanics described in Section
2.2.3.
State Variables State variables that are stored in smart contract storage and therefore
the EVM. While smart contracts can have unlimited data storage, it is very expensive to
write on, particularly because every blockchain node must have a copy of this data, which
is kept in the state database, in their machine[8].
If we consider a permissioned blockchain, its users could decide to maintain the
system and cover computational costs at their own expense. However, when no limits
are imposed on blockchain operations, the problem of scalability quickly arises. If the
network is large and too many users are storing large amounts of data on the blockchain,
its state machine might become too big for nodes to hold in their computers. Additionally,
if there is no monetary incentive to max out the computational power being provided to
the blockchain (especially when using a PoW consensus system), the network becomes
more susceptible to attacks, even if it is permissioned.
Events An alternative, cheaper storage method in Ethereum blockchain exists in the
form of events.Events are basically a data packet that is written onto that block’s transac-
tion log, but not directly into the blockchain’s state machine [33].
Consequently, not all nodes have to have the information of event logs saved on their
computer, since generally block hashes suffice for consensus. Events will still be present
in the blockchain, because each one is part of a block and therefore essential to validating
its hash - but they are written in a kind of disposable log, and are consequently a much
cheaper form of storage.
As the blockchain grows, accessing event data can become time consuming, especially
if one isn’t sure on what interval of blocks they should search for it. Another drawback is
that access control cannot be enforced for emitting events, so the data being stored isn’t
verifiable as coming from a reliable source. Furthermore, as blocks age their log data
loses relevance in validating the blockchain, and they might eventually get deleted.
Off-Chain Storage Another option Ethereum developers can take is using the blockchain
to store validator hashes of databases and have the database itself exist outside the
blockchain system. If users want to validate the trustworthiness of the data they are
accessing, they can hash it and compare the result to the hash stored in the blockchain.
This kind of system can be very useful to save on the high costs of Ethereum state
storage while taking advantage of blockchain’s untamperability. The downside is that
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the integrity of the original data set is not guaranteed the same way that state variables
are due to being kept in a decentralized ledger. Data in external database systems is
vulnerable to malicious attacks that can destroy or alter it, and just its hash is not enough
to restore it.
So in conclusion, while smart contracts and Ethereum technologies in general allow
developers a large degree of freedom, there are some inherent problems of blockchain in
terms of price, scalability and efficiency, which are particularly significant when it comes
to storage. In a private blockchain, costs and storage constraints could be managed and
mitigated, but it is still a prohibitive factor in terms of the scale a decentralized blockchain
system can have. As Ethereum technologies are updated and further developed, however,
these problems can be improved on and perhaps eventually overcome.
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2.3 Related Work
Most of the initial research done on blockchain technologies was derived from the work
and study of independent developers, who saw potential in the technology powering
Bitcoin.
Figure 2.6: Number of new Github projects on blockchain, from 2009 to mid 2017, sepa-
rated by author type. From [37].
Figure 2.7: Number of Google Scholar search results on the topic of blockchain, from
2010 to August 2018. From [38]
Only since about 2013 have organizations, enterprises and start-ups picked up interest
and started investing in this field [37]. This means that most research on blockchain is
very new.
From Figure 2.6 we can see that independent developers are the main driving force
behind blockchain projects on Github, being clear that only in recent years have the
contributions made by organizations or companies reached significant numbers - approx-
imately 10% of the almost 30.000 projects created in 2016, a number of projects that data
suggests would have doubled for 2017. Comparatively, Figure 2.7 shows the number of
publications to be found under a ’blockchain’ search on Google Scholar for recent years.
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It shows that the scientific community was slower to adopt interest in blockchain, and
produced significant amounts of study on this issue only very recently.
In fact, during the research done on this State of the Art, it became clear that an active
community of developers and some innovative companies are some of the best sources
on this topic, and that the scientific studies made are somewhat lacking in comparison.
Nevertheless, this section will attempt to cover some of the more recent developments on
both the entrepreneurial and scientific side for blockchain adapted to logistics and IoT.
2.3.1 Research on Blockchain for Supply Chains and Logistics
2.3.1.1 Academic Studies
A number of studies have been addressing the use of blockchain and logistics, although
many are sparse on technical details and few possess case studies or actual implementa-
tions of the system they propose. I will mention here those with the more signicant or
innovative proposals to a blockchain and logistics system.
• In 2016, Yuan and Wang[39] proposed a blockchain driven intelligent transporta-
tion system, to their knowledge the first of its kind. It envisoned a seven layer
system for transport-based applications, not limited to logistics; four of those layers
described traditional blockchain system components (consensus, incentive, data
and network), while the other were smart contracts, physical and application. The
description of these last three layers suggested the use of smart contracts and some
IoT devices for monitoring physical assets involved in transportation (vehicles, prod-
ucts, etc.) in a decentralized autonomous system. The applications could involve
logistics or other transportation based systems, with the authors having chosen a
ride-sharing system as their case study.
• A public supply chain management system using blockchain named CoC[40] is
suggested by Xu et al in a 2017 paper. Users are separated into three groups, be-
ing particularly differentiated by the right to build blocks (public) and the right
to submit records (logistics participants), a system the authors defend provides a
hybrid form of DLT. Blocks are generated at the rhythm of a supply-demand system
using PoW consensus, and encryption of records would be used to keep important
information confidential. Technical details on some features are a bit sparse, and
the overall proposition seems to rely heavily on technology that has not been fully
developed.
• Feng Tian[41] proposed in his 2017 paper a blockchain RFID based traceability sys-
tem for agri-food in a supply chain, designed specifically with food safety in Chinese
markets in mind. It suggested the use of sensor-RFID to monitor products during
transport, with a blockchain system guaranteeing that traceability of information
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is reliable and authentic. RFID tags would be used in tagging, with other RFID-
reading equipment being used in warehouses for inventory management purposes.
While the author does not directly suggest the use of IoT technologies, he does
mention that sensors for conditions like temeperature and humidity management
could be used. A system like this could be used to prevent food safety problems,
guarantee freshness and provide traceability, among other benefits. The main draw-
back, recognized by the author himself, would be its high monetary cost due to the
current prices of RFID equipment.
• Ruta et al[42] describe in their 2017 poster abstract a decentralized, collaborative
system for supply chain object discovery with semantic-enhanced blockchain dis-
covery. Objects are registered onto the network with a qualitative description as
well as other relevant information, like location or expiration date. When a node
wants to find a certain type of object that is within his operating range, he makes a
query, propagated by other nodes, that eventually selects and finds the closer sets
of objects matching his description. In this way, a semantic based metric is com-
bined with geographical distance to make a unique algorithm for item searching in
a blockchain. The researchers implemented and tested their method and concluded
it was feasible for medium-sized networks, although it required scalability adjust-
ment. The methods researched in this poster are quite interesting and could prove
very useful in a logistics blockchain, being used for example to find solutions for
stock shortages or to fix difficulties in supply.
2.3.1.2 Enterprises and Independent Developers
Companies, start-ups and independent developers are as of now the biggest drive force
behind blockchain technologies. On the field of logistics applications, some big invest-
ments have already started happening. Particularly interesting are the ones that provide
open-source material, being due to that a lot more helpful to other developers in the
community.
• Two industry giants of logistics and technology, Maersk and IBM, have started a joint
venture to create a blockchain system that allows end-to-end shipment tracking.
Each stakeholder of the supply chain can visualize the real-time progress of goods
throughout it as well as the documents and bills associated to these products, with
sensor and IoT tracking information also being made available. [13] By August
2018 this project had been launched and named TradeLens [43], with claims that
throughout its tests there were cases where supply chain routes had been made
up to 40% faster than usual. TradeLens, which uses Hyperledger in tandem with
IBM Cloud, can be considered a large-scale test of the ideas that this dissertation
explores, albeit without any open-source factors and an implementation that uses a
different framework.
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• An open-source project named Hyperledger Sawtooth Supply Chain [44] exists
on Github, sporting 45 contributors and more than 5000 commits as of August
2018. As the name suggests, it is a blockchain system built with Hyperledger Saw-
tooth and directed towards supply-chain tracking of products. For this end, the
blockchain keeps Records, objects with variable properties that are associated to
products, and has a system for Agents that can alter or view these records. Trans-
action or alteration of records occurs with Proposals. The system seems therefore
to have a form of permissioned use for record keeping and tracking of products. A
demo of Sawtooth Supply Chain at work named FishNet[45] was made, for example,
and shows how the blockchain can theoretically be used for asset tracking such as
fish, although some features like privacy, role-based access control and document
storage/certification don’t seem to be directly available.
• Provenance [16] was one of the first proposals made on use of blockchain technology
for supply chain transparency, particularly for providing proof of origin by certifier
authorities in a shared, decentralized database based on Ethereum. Customers
would be able to access supply chain data in their phones via a QR code tag to
know the exact origins and certifications of what they are buying. Although the
project proposed on their whitepaper does not seem to be fully complete, they
have developed a software and made available a demo for companies, as well as
put together a number of case studies. Similar projects exist, such as OriginTrail,
Sweetbridge, Blockfreight or Ledgit, [46] with the difference that these companies
utilize a token system characteristic of cryptocurrency based blockchain systems.
Another noteworthy project is Waltonchain[47], which also aims to implement IoT
devices in a tracking supply chain system.
• Other projects, more specific to certain subsets of the supply chain business, have
been developed. Everledger [13] is a blockchain for tracking and certifiying the
provenance of diamonds. Companies like Yamaha Gold and Emergent Technologies
are looking to make an equivalent blockchain for gold tracking [48]. Ez Lab has
a project for a blockchain for agricultural products like wine [49]. In Github, an
Ethereum based, open-source project for supply chain tracking of coffee is availabe
[50].
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2.3.2 Research on Blockchain coupled with IoT
On their 2013 paper discussing Internet-of-Things technology and its future, researchers
gave the following definition for what IoT is:
"[IoT technology is the] interconnection of sensing and actuating devices pro-
viding the ability to share information across platforms through a unified frame-
work, developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative applications.
This is achieved by seamless ubiquitous sensing, data analytics and information
representation with Cloud computing as the unifying framework"
-J. Gubbi et al in [51]
In fact, IoT platforms, meant for processing and putting to use different sensor and
device data, are one of the rising trends identified in the 2017 Gartner Hype Cycle. [7]
Some of the most studied applications for IoT include automation of smart production/-
factories and monitored or enhanced transportation processes [51], both of which are
important processes of supply chains and logistics and therefore directly relate to this
dissertation’s work.
But although they address similar issues, how can IoT technology be coupled with
blockchain technology? And the simple answer is, with smart contracts.
Sensor usage in supply chains and logistics to monitor parcels is a concept that every
year turns more real, especially with increasingly cheaper sensors being made available.
However, collecting sensor data for record purposes only is merely part of IoT’s purpose.
After this stage is done, a smart system that acts according to the data that has been
collected is required. In a blockchain, this system would be smart contracts, programmed
to trigger certain contract clauses when trusted IoT devices give notice of specific events.
Also very interesting is the issue of security in access control of devices, which is one
of the main issues that hampers the use of IoT in real life [51], and could potentially
be fixed by using blockchain. If these devices were programmed to obtain access con-
trol information directly from a tamper-proof and secure blockchain, their hacking by
malicious third parties would be much more difficult to execute, and problems such as
theft of information, data manipulation or disablement of the device or network could
be prevented. The problem with this concept right now is the high level of processing
power demanded by blockchain software, and which most IoT devices do not have. How-
ever, both companies, developers and academics have started studying possible ways to
integrate sensor data or access control functions of IoT in blockchain, the most important
of which will be mentioned throughout this chapter.
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2.3.2.1 Academic Studies
There exist a considerable amount of articles studying combinations of blockchain and
IoT. Worthy of note is that many of them mention applications in supply chain and
logistics, although they are not the main focus of the articles themselves. Some of the
most interesting articles and ideas are mentioned in this section.
• Christidis and Devetsikiotis[52] authored a paper on the topic of ’Blockchain and
Smart Contracts for the Internet of Things’, studying the potential of using these
technologies in tandem. They suggest several interesting applications, such as us-
ing blockchain to securely transfer firmware updates to IoT devices and creating a
marketplace of services between them. More interestingly, the authors also suggest
use in supply chain transactions, giving the example of using smart trackers (partic-
ularly, ones that use BLE and GSM technology) on transporters and the containers
they carry to automatically detect and register on the blockcain the occurrance of a
physical transaction. They suggest that the devices should connect to gateways that
provide them with access to the blockchain. They identify some problems for these
applications, such as low transaction throughoutput, a moderate lack of privacy,
the lack of legal enforceability of smart contracts and the need for well designed
smart contracts to guarantee security.
• Kshetri [53] presented a study exploring how blockchain could enhance security
for IoT that contained several insights into how both technologies complement each
other. Not only can blockchain-based access control security be used for restricting
access to IoT devices, but the decentralized nature of the network brings several
benefits as well, particularly in comparison to the more commonly used systems
of cloud computing for inter-device communication. Decentralization could bring
diminished costs, security, transparency and overall more network availability for
IoT devices. A case is also made for use of IoT in supply chains with blockchain, for
tracing, pinpointing of faulty parts, identifying users of vulnerable devices and for
registering updates, patches or part replacements.
• In their 2018 article, Pustišek and Kos [54] set out compare and analyse three dif-
ferent architectural approaches for the design of front-end IoT device applications
based on Ethereum blockchain. Front-end applications are needed for both users
and devices to utilize/access the blockchain. The authors identified two ways that
an IoT device can be included in the blockchain: it can have its own set of keys and
use them to interact with the blockchain network (create/receive transactions), or
it can be a passive user, accessing only events or data readings from the blockchain.
They also considered two different types of architecture: a stand-alone node, where
both the front end application and geth program (essentially the blockchain client)
reside in the IoT device, and a remote geth client based architecture, where the IoT
device posesses only front-end software and communicates wirelessly with a geth
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client run on another machine. They concluded the later option was more feasible
because very few IoT devices have the processing power to run geth. They also
concluded that in this remote geth client architecture, storing access keys in the
IoT device is overall safer than having the key used by the IoT device stored in the
machine that runs the geth client.
2.3.2.2 Enterprises and Independent Developers
• Some enterprises and developers have created a foundation named Trusted IoT Al-
liance [55], with the purpose of supporting the creation of an open-source, secure,
scalable, interoperable, and trusted IoT ecosystem using blockchain. They estab-
lished a sort of standard for IoT device registry in the blockchain and have some
open-source code for Hyperledger available in their Github repository.
• Project IOTA, an open-source protocol run by a foundation with the same name,
is an interesting take on the IoT and blockchain issue. It does not use blockchain
technology, but instead something inspired by it, a DLT called Tangle. In this system,
nodes dont have to validate all blocks being submitted - instead, whenever they are
submitting a transaction to the ledger, they must validate two random preceding
transactions before their own is put on the review list. Eventually, if considered
valid, the submitted transaction is included in the ledger as well. Another big
difference from blockchain is that there are no transaction fees, and since validation
is not computationally demanding as it is with PoW, IoT devices can participate
easily. The downside of this form of DLT is that it is not very safe when the number
of transactions occurring in the network is small and can be easily overturned with
access to large amounts of computing power. As it exists, IOTA needs a kind of
centralized authority named The Coordinator to stay secure, which undermines the
decentralized nature and associated benefits of the network. As of August 2018
there is no framework for IOTA, but it is being developed.
• IBM has started integrating Watson IoT, a product that analyzes and manages IoT
device data, with their blockchain platform, so that partners can securely share this
information. This is a component of their project on blockchain and supply chain,
already mentioned in Section2.3.1.2.
• Weeve is a platform for securely trading trustworthy IoT data in a blockchain in
exchange for cryptocurrency, creating what the developers call in their whitepaper
[56] an Economy of Things (EoT). Their approach is to creating a scalable and safe
system that bridges the gap between IoT and blockchain at both the hardware and
software level. They create their own protocols, system architecture and Weeve
wallet to this effect.
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2.3.3 Reflections on the State of Art
After the research done for this dissertation, it becomes evident that although many
companies and developers have already invested quite a bit in blockchain for use in
logistics, the approaches to this issue vary wildly, aren’t readily available and don’t seem
ready for large-scale adoption.
As has been noted, the scientific community has not been at the forefront on blockchain
technologies and its development, at least not at the level that companies and independent
developers have. Scientific study on this matter also exists, but with few applications that
have been implemented, tested and put to practice. This paradigm seems to be changing,
and it is important that it does, particularly because the technology lacks cross-platform
standardization and proper documentation, issues that some form of community-wide
consensus and studies could potentially fix.
Furthermore, there is still a lot of development to be done on blockchain technologies,
particularly on the topics of smart contracts and their use with IoT devices. Smart contract
technology is recent and its adoption and development is still occurring, and due to that
the inclusion of IoT data in the blockchain is also a work in progress.
In lieu of this, the dissertation will focus more on developing, implementing and
testing a functional smart contract framework for use in logistics, and the inclusion of IoT
device data in it. Hopefully the approach taken will bring good results, but also insight
on how smart contract systems like this should be designed, if they can be a good option
for logistics applications and how much more development can or should be made on
this issue.
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System Model
In accordance with the descriptions laid out in Section 1.2, we set out to model a blockchain
system meant for tracking and tracing of products as they travel through supply chains.
This Chapter provides a conceptual, high-level overview of the system developed
in this dissertation’s work. First an application scenario is described and the system’s
objectives defined. Then, the plans for each of the components of this system are laid out
and described in more detail - namely RBAC, product tracking, quality checks, support
for different labels and IoT device implementation/communication.
3.1 Application Scenario
To better understand our proposal of a blockchain solution for application in logistics -
namely what objectives it must fulfill and what processes it will improve - we can envision
a typical scenario of a product being processed as it travels through the supply chain.
The hypothetical product being tracked is a large wine crate. It was produced in a
Portuguese region well-known for wine quality, and has received a European certification
for Denomination of Protected Origin (DOP). However, the wine must be submitted to
a quality check, so before having it sold the producer must transport the crate to a wine
cooperative’s headquarters, where its certifiers will evaluate the wine’s quality and origins
in accordance with the DOP standards.
So the producer of the wine prints out a label for the product, along with some signed
paperwork detailing its origin and other production data. He/she pays a transporter
company to take the product to the cooperative’s headquarters. Here the certifiers make
quality checks and create a paper quality certificate for that wine, which is attached to
the crate, and perhaps a digital one, saved on the certifier’s database.
The wine crate is then taken to a nearby warehouse, where it stays for a few weeks.
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Eventually a second transporter company takes it to a retailer, where the wine will be
sold.
If the retailer wants to determine the wine crate’s origin and journey conditions, he
will probably check the paper registers that came with it, and since the journey described
here is very short, there were likely no problems like missing records, forgery, mistakes
or improper transport/storage conditions. As the supply chain complexity increases, the
likeliness of these issues occurring grows.
Even if some of this tracking data is inserted into a shared and centralized database,
which is managed by a central authority, its servers might experience issues, data might
maliciously get altered/deleted, or the system might get hacked. Most of the existing
tracking systems are limited to the owner company’s operations anyway, because due
to lack of trust or competitiveness in the industry, companies do not tend to share their
platforms.
Furthermore, there is no way for parties with stake in the product to be informed of
its journey from a decentralized source; if it has been completed successfully and within
the standards they require. The producer wanted the wine to receive a quality check, but
must communicate with the cooperative directly to find out if it did, or wait to receive
this notification from the transporter. The cooperative’s certifier passed the wine on its
inspection, but wants to ensure it is stored at appropriate temperatures in order for it to
not be spoiled.
Our proposal of a shared blockchain-based tracking system envisions to fix or improve
some of these issues, by providing a common platform, that due to its decentralized
nature, the intervening parties are more likely to trust. With it, the example scenario that
was just described would instead unfold as is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the tracking process of a wine crate scenario, using our
proposed blockchain and smart contract technology solution.
As hypothesized before, a producer has a wine crate ready for shipment. Using cre-
dentials he obtained from a trusted regulator, he creates on our blockchain application
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a new product record, which includes the wine crate’s location, state, and some chosen
label data. The producer intends for the wine crate to reach a certifier before being sold,
so he creates two terms of quality control for the product’s journey. It must pass by the
certifiers location, and it must acquire the DOP type certification, both within a time
limit.
When the transporter takes the wine crate, the producer registers the change of hands
on the blockchain, and alters the product’s state to ’in transit’. The transporter becomes
the wine crate’s carrier/bearer. Along the journey, he updates its location on the system,
until he arrives at the intended wine cooperative’s headquarters. As he logs this location,
the coordinates match one the of quality control requisites set out by the producer, and
happen to be made on time as well.
The transporter transfers possession of the wine crate to the cooperative, which be-
comes the crate’s new bearer. As certifier authorities, the cooperative’s workers analyse
the wine product and record on the blockchain some state changes, followed by the attri-
bution of the DOP certification, which can be accessed on the blockchain system as well.
This fulfils the second quality control requisite created by the producer.
The certifier authority now intends to take the wine crate to a nearby warehouse.
Before that, however, he creates on the blockchain a new quality control term, which
institutes that the crate must be stored at an average 10 to 15 degrees Celsius, for example.
The certifier then records the physical transfer of the crate to the warehouse manager,
who becomes its bearer.
The wine crate’s entry in the warehouse is registered through a label reader, and a
computer application connected to both this reader and some sensors. It uses the label key
to query the blockchain for any active quality terms on this item that it can fulfill. Finding
the quality requirement for temperature, it starts registering the average temperatures in
the warehouse until the label reader registers the wine crate’s exit. When this occurs, the
temperature reading is sent to the blockchain and validated against the rule set by the
certifier.
After passing through a second transporter’s hands and having its location and state
updated, the crate reaches a retailer, who can access the blockchain to verify its label data,
origin, travel path, bearers, certifications and even some storage conditions. He registers
every individual wine bottle’s label number in the blockchain, and has them point to the
origin crate’s record, so that via an application, costumers can use their smartphones to
access this same tracking data and verify the wine’s origin, as well as certain proof of its
DOP certification.
Applied to a wide range of products, a blockchain-based application to track logistics
operations could provide the basis for a platform that all these intervenients can trust and
use. Smart contract technology can provide the validation tools and structures needed to
store and process data.
Of course, a system like this is not completely foolproof. There is still a chance one
of the intervening parties introduces wrong data or simply fails to introduce it, which
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is why in this dissertation the integration of IoT solutions to automate some of these
processes is taken into account. If a problem occurs in an item’s transport, the existence
of a trustworthy record where all actors have verified credentials, could help pinpoint the
source of the issue.
3.1.1 System Objectives
With the application scenario described in Section 3.1 in mind, the objectives for our
blockchain-based, logistics tracking application can be laid out. They are as follows:
1. The blockchain smart contract system will be permissioned (meaning only accessi-
ble by authorized and registered parties), and there will be an authentication system
to distinguish between different entities and their respective permissions to act in
the system. Access to any specific product tracking record and its update will be
limited to the entity in possession of it. With these functionalities in place, the
platform can avoid tampering and create trust between its users.
2. The system permits the tracking and tracing of items, with three mains status
changes - location, current bearer and state - being registered in a product record
that is kept on the blockchain, as well as other types of readings captured from IoT
sensor devices. These were decided to be the most relevant and important kinds of
tracking data to form good basis for transparency.
3. Certification given out by authorities can be registered. Quality checks or require-
ments for transport/storage can be defined by either these authorities or the pro-
ducer, and automatically checked/enforced every time new data is input. These
features exist to take advantage of smart contract’s data evaluation capabilities, at-
tempting to make certification more automatized but also more transparent and
accessible.
4. IoT devices can communicate with the blockchain system and register any contex-
tual data they collected on specific items. Their integration with blockchain systems
is one of this dissertation’s areas of study.
5. The system supports the storage of different formats or label types and standards.
Label numbers can be used to access a product’s record. This feature tests smart con-
tract’s modularity capabilities while seeking to support different logistics standards
used for different products and their varying label formats.
Throughout the process of designing the system, these were the main objectives that this
work set out to achieve.
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3.2 General System Structure
Considering the objectives and functionalities intended for the system that are enumer-
ated in the Section 3.1.1, it can be noticed that the first objective - a Role-Based Access
Control - is needed to manage entities and their permissions, while the last four objec-
tives/functionalities - product tracking, quality control/clearance, IoT device monitoring
and support for multiple labels - pertain to managing and processing specific product
units.
It is in fact fairly obvious that the object at the center of a supply chain process is
the product and what we intend to create is its digital record. This digital record was
simply named Product Record, and the smart contract system will be able to hold an
indeterminate number of them. In this system a Product Record can represent a state
database on all kinds of goods - from single parcels to containers full of items, perishables
or non-perishables, and any other kinds of products. The RBAC system is what users must
pass through before being given access to these records (see Figure 3.2).
Product Record
n3
Product Record
n2Product Recordn0
RBAC
Product Record
n1
Smart Contract
System
Supply Chain  
Actors/Entities
Blockchain 
...
Figure 3.2: View of the general system structure. Users must pass through RBAC authen-
tication to access product records.
It should be pointed out that in earlier stages of the system design, the Product Record
was actually a form of digital asset (essentially a digital representation of the real product),
and its legal ownership could be traded and transferred. This feature was eventually re-
moved because it bloated the implementation, made the system more confusing and took
the focus off of physical product tracking while putting it more on product ownership,
which wasn’t intended for the main themes this dissertation approaches.
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3.3 The Product Record
When users want to track a product using this work’s smart contract system they must
first create its Product Record object, a digital record/registry for all of the data that refers
to that product. Upon creation, the record is automatically given an ID number, which
is the key used for accessing this structure. A field for an EOC timestamp denotes if the
product has reached the end-of-chain and at what time.
Figure 3.3 shows how the Product Record was structured in terms of state data storage.
Fields for tracking data, clearance/certification data and label data exist separately, but
the first two particularly are not independent of each other. The tracking and certifica-
tion/quality checks mechanism function in tandem throughout the system’s implemented
methods. Over the next sections these different fields of the product record and the pro-
cesses associated with them will be discussed in more detail.
Bearers
Clearance
Locations
States
Label
Product Record
Readings
Tracking
ID number EOC_timestamp
Figure 3.3: The product record structure and its state data fields.
3.3.1 Product Tracking and Tracing
One of the main purposes of this work is to process and maintain in a decentralized
ledger the tracking and tracing data of items that are travelling through supply chains.
The concepts of tracking and tracing are very similar to each other, their main distinction
being on time relativity - tracking is often associated to real-time event-watching, while
tracing is more related to reconstructing events from present-time to a point of origin.
Both refer to the pinpointing of an object’s location and other relevant data being in an
ordered time sequence.
When deciding on what kind of events the system should be registering and what
information must be collected, we came up with four basic questions that the system
should be able to answer for every product registered on it:
1. Where was the product located, where did it pass through?
2. Who produced it and who held it during its journey?
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3. What processing states has it gone through?
4. What was its condition during the journey?
And of course, the answers to these questions must have a timestamp associated to
them, so that they can be reconstructed in a timeline in the form of events.
Taking this into consideration, it was decided that the system should be registering
logs on four kinds of events: location changes, state changes, bearer changes and sensor
reading data, all saved to separate structures (see Figure 3.3). They are detailed as follows:
• Locations - The product’s location is arguably the most important kind of tracking
data that can be collected, particularly to logistics entities. It is key to supply
chain management that they know at all times where the items for which they are
responsible are located.
Location logs register the author and time of the log, the location’s coordinates
(latitude and longitude) and a descriptive name of the location. This data is enough
to make approximate reconstructions of the physical path the product has taken on
its supply chain journey.
States - Coded changes in the transport/processing of the product’s state are also
registered on the blockchain, along with the log’s author and a timestamp. The
coded state contains information on what stage of supply chain processing is the
item going through, or has gone through (i.e: loading authorized, crossed border,
arrival at port, etc.). State tracking logs were implemented with the UNECE’s Status
Codes for Transport and Trade in mind [57].
• Bearers - The product’s bearers are the entities that have physically held the prod-
uct as it travels through the supply chain. Any change of hands is registered and
timestamped. The current bearer of a product is a kind of sub-role in itself, because
to make changes to a product record, a user must be its current bearer. This role is
limited in scope to a specific product record, however, while the roles managed by
the RBAC system have system-wide permissions.
• Readings - Any sensor data read from IoT devices is registered as a reading, which
is a generic data structure that stores numeric values, and has a coded ’type’, refer-
ring to the kind of reading it is (i.e average temperature, average humidity, weight
etc.). They are meant to store any measurable values on the item’s conditions, and
like other tracking logs, have a timestamp and author associated to them. Govern-
ment/customs authorities or certifiers can also register logs of this kind, without
having to be the product’s bearer.
From having these four sets of data being input into our system, a detailed timeline
of the product’s journey through the supply chain can be effectively reconstructed.
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3.3.2 Clearance / Quality Control and Certifications
One of the features this work is meant to implement is semi-automatized quality control
or clearance for products, as well as a registry of certifications. To this end, there exists
a structure called Clearance in the product record (depicted in Figure 3.4) that stores
certifications and terms/rules for quality control associated to that product’s approval by
regulators.
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Terms
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Label
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Readings
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Figure 3.4: The clearance structure, which is part of the product record, and its respective
data fields.
Terms for quality checks are essentially sets of rules that must be followed throughout
the product’s supply chain journey. Four different types of terms were defined: location,
state, reading and certification. Table 3.1 lists the different terms implemented in the
system’s final solution.
Table 3.1: Different term types implemented in the system.
Term Type
average
temperature
maximum
temperature
minimum
temperature
arrived at
location
state
included
state
excluded
certification
obtained
Code 10 11 12 20 30 31 40
Conditions
for
Success
Average
temperature
values
are within a
given range
Temperature
is below a
maximum
threshold
Temperature
is above a
minimum
threshold
Item
arrived at
a specific
location
Item reached
a certain
state
Item did
not reach
a certain
state
Item received
a specific
certification
Once terms are created, every time tracking data like a new location, state or reading
is input, it is checked against terms of that type for that product. The same thing happens
with the registry of certifications.
If a new location is registered, for example, the smart contract checks if there’s any ac-
tive terms for location on the product record. If indeed there is a rule (or more) saying that
the item should be passing through a certain location, the latitude and longitude values
being input by the user are evaluated against the ones set by the location term/terms. The
term’s state is changed to successful if the latitude and longitude values match, within a
specified margin of error.
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In this way, the product tracking system and the clearance system function in tandem,
allowing for some automated quality checks to be verified by the smart contract system.
Users can also set time limits for terms being active. If a certifier wants the product
to pass through a certain state during the next two days, he can create a term that is only
active during that time, and which is automatically given as unsuccessful if that state is
not reached within that time limit.
When the product reaches the end of the supply chain (also known as end-of-chain or
EOC), the success of all the terms that were created is evaluated, with the item’s overall
clearance for the journey being judged successful or lacking according to that evaluation’s
result. This can enable logistics entities to automatically know if there are any problems
in their supply chains.
The process described throughout this section, also aims to demonstrate that the
capabilities of smart contracts for data processing and logic evaluations can be used in
a system for logistics - particularly for automatizing some of the verification procedures
that items in supply chains must go through, ensuring that they have been adequately
processed and transported.
3.3.3 Labels
In the early stages of research for this dissertation, one of the ideas on the table was for
the smart contract system to implement an already existent logistics tracking system,
based on a single standard. Very quickly we realized that the wide array of different stan-
dards being used was potentially one of the reasons why the complexity of these systems
increased.For example, one of the labelling that appears to be very used in the industry
is the GS1 Logistics Label Guideline [58], but even within the GS1 standard there are
numerous sub-types of labels that depend on the type of package being shipper. The
spectrum becomes even wider if the different kinds of labelling for item types are consid-
ered (i.e. food, textiles, plastics, etc). It was concluded that attempting to implement a
system that supported even only a few of these different standards would incur a level of
complexity that was considered outside the scope of the work being developed here.
One of the ways found to partly support different standards was creating a field on the
product record reserved for the label data. Instead of creating a large structure to store
this data, which would be unintelligible due to the complexity of different standards it
should support, it was decided instead that the label field would store a set of keys that
point to the label data, which is being kept on a separate structure from the product
record. If logistics entities want their data stored in a slightly different format than the
ones that already exist, either because their product is different or the standards have
changed, they can create these new structures in a new contract. A label number can
similarly be used to obtain a product record ID number and through it the product record
in question.
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This approach can support a limitless variety of label types, of which there are numer-
ous types, depending on the items being tracked.
3.4 Entities and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
To ensure that the tracking process would have adequate levels of trustworthiness and
security, it was decided that our proposal should permissioned blockchain system - mean-
ing only accessible to chosen parties. To this end, using smart contracts a Role-Based
Access Control (RBAC) system was also implemented, in which a blockchain user’s access
and permissions are dictated by the type of role they have. Four main groups of enti-
ties involved in maintaining supply chains as the system’s roles were identified. Their
permissions to act in the system are laid out in Table 3.2, followed by a more detailed
description of how these roles were characterized and the part they play in supply chain
processes.
Table 3.2: Different roles for actors in the blockchain and their respective permissions
Roles
Permissions
Permission
to become
bearer
Change
locationa
Change
statusa
Create
productsa
Manage
usersa
Mark arrival
at end-of-chaina
Create terms
for clearance/
transporta
Certify
a producta
Producer x x x x x
Transporter/
Warehouse
x x x
Customs/ Govt.
Authorities
x x x x x
Retailer x x x x
Registrar x
aWhen bearer of product
Producers and
Manufacturers
They are the makers or growers of products. To properly trace
products, their origin should always be registered as the begin-
ning of the supply chain, which is why only these entities can
create new product records. They also have permission to add
quality requirements or terms of transport for their products.
Transporters
and Warehouses
Transporter companies are the carriers of products, and are the
main contributors towards physical tracking of items. Ware-
houses are storage points for the items journey throughout the
supply chain. Oftentimes companies provide both warehouse
and transporter services, so there is no differentiation towards
these companies in our system.
Certifiers or
Government
Authorities
Entities that can provide certification or quality checks on items
are given extra permissions as certifier entities. They can create
rules or quality requirements for transport or storage of items,
and register certifications they have given.
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Retailers Retailers generally represent the end-points of supply chains, and
are consequently the ones that can deactivate updates to product
records that have become obsolete, either due to sale or smaller-
scale unit distribution. Besides being responsible for sale, they
can also perform storage and transport duties, and therefore up-
date tracking data as well.
Not contemplated in the above list is the registrar role, which exists for the sole pur-
pose of managing user access to the system and their roles, and therefore doesn’t have
permissions to participate in the system’s supply chain tracking.
The role of registrar exists as a consequence of building a permissioned smart contract
system, intended for use in a consortium. Although the blockchain ceases to be fully
decentralized by having its access dependent on a chosen group of authorities, it was
judged to be a necessary measure to have users be pre-approved before being able to
participate in the system. This pre-selection exists in order to create a level of trust and
safety in authentication that is adequate to the requirements of logistics operations.
In consequence of this, to receive access to this blockchain application, user accounts
must first be registered by a registrar in a list of trusted entities, along with their relevant
data (name of company, contact and location address). As this is done, they will also be
attributed a role that enables them to act in the system.
Almost all of the permissions to act in the system shown in Table 3.2 are also depen-
dent of the user possessing the bearer role, which is specific to any one product record
and therefore a kind of sub-role in the system. Being the current bearer essentially means
one is in physical possession of the item and therefore can update its tracking status.
Consequently, the roles defined in Table 3.2 come into action while the user is acting as a
product’s bearer.
3.5 IoT Device Integration
The integration of IoT devices in the system has already been hinted at in Section 3.3.
Devices are one of the two parties (the other one is certifiers/government authorities)
which can input Reading data onto the blockchain, basically logs of different types of
measurements that are taken on an item’s condition or the condition of its environment.
To interact with the blockchain, devices need to use a set of credentials, the same
kind of private-public key pair that normal users utilize. Any entities authorized into
the system can afterwards register in the blockchain system the account/credentials
used by IoT devices under their ownership. Device applications use these credentials to
send to the blockchain any readings acquired on products of which their owner entity is
bearer. This means that while devices have their own user account to communicate with
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the blockchain, they are subordinate to their respective owner entity and are not really
included as actors in the blockchain tracking system.
Device owners can utlize the blockchain to send remote orders to their IoT devices
in a master-slave relationship. The smart contract system therefore mainly serves as an
authenticator for accessing data being collected by sensor devices. IoT integration with
the blockchain system on the implementation level is discussed in Section 4.3.
3.6 Considerations on the system design process
There were two main challenges faced throughout the ellaboration of this work’s smart
contract system design:
1. The first issue was the complexity and variety of standards in logistics systems.
Originally there was the idea that this dissertation’s smart contract system was going
to be based on existing logistics standards for transport and supply chains. However
documentation on these standards proved to be quite complex, disorganized or
even difficult to find. Ultimately it was decided that the smart contract system
should support tracking functionalities that were generic yet practical enough to be
implemented into almost any supply chain process.
2. Problems and limitations found during the implementation stages of this disserta-
tion often led us to change some of the aspects of the system model, often leading us
to add, remove or tweak functionalities. The final model described in this section is
probably the most compact, simple version of these many design-to-implementation
stages that we went through. The key objectives are still maintaned in the final so-
lution, which successfully implements a form of decentralized tracking that takes
advantage of smart contract technology’s validation and logic capabilities to im-
prove supply chain processes.
In spite of these problems, we judge that the overall result of the system design fulfills
the objectives set out first on Section 1.2.3 and also afterwards in more technical detail,
on Section 3.1.1.
It should also be noted that the system model presented here does not take into consid-
eration privacy issues. Blockchain decentralized systems can only have a level of privacy
when the users accessing the system are not known, which is not the case here. Taking into
consideration that all data input on this system is supposed to invoke transparency and
trust in supply chains, and that the data being inserted is not particularly sensitive (i.e.
financial records or other documents that mustn’t be exposed to the public), pertaining
only to tracking changes that are, on some level, available in existing systems, we consid-
ered it was a good measure to keep the system as transparent as the technology allows.
That being said, some precautions were taken to not make product ID numbers (which
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give access to records) overly easy to access (see Section 4.2.1.1 for more information on
accessibility).
The system model described throughout this chapter then serves as basis for the
implementation of our smart contract system, which is explained in Chapter 4.
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System Implementation
This chapter details the implementation process of the system described throughout
Chapter 3. First, a quick overview of the development tools and languages used will be
given. Afterwards, the general architecture of the smart contract system and subsequent
APIs developed will be given, and the individual components explained in more details
throughout the rest of the chapter. The closing chapter will discuss the challenges found
throughout the implementation process.
4.1 Ethereum Framework and Tools
The Ethereum blockchain framework was ultimately chosen for the implementation of
the blockchain-based logistics tracking system proposed on this thesis. This decision
came down to a few reasons:
• A wide range of development tools being available, as well as extensive documen-
tation and an active community, point to Ethereum as being at the forefront of
blockchain technology.
• Support for smart contract technologies with the highest level of complexity cur-
rently available , which allow for versatility in the processes being implemented.
• Support for building applications that function on top of blockchain technology,
allowing regular users to to access data or interact with smart contracts via more
user-friendly interfaces.
• A good level of portability of Ethereum smart contract projects, as there are many
options in existence and development that utilize the EVM as their smart contract
execution environment[27], or allow portability (ex. Hyperledger Sawtooth).
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Ethereum uses the EVM to compile Solidity smart contracts into Ethereum blockchains
and communicate with them. Solidity is a coding language was created for the sole pur-
pose of developing smart contracts for Ethereum. As such, while the language is quite
simple in terms of syntax, it contains a number of particular features (see Section 2.2.3),
which mostly derive from the fact of smart contracts being kept and validated in a decen-
tralized, account-based system.
For the development and implementation of our smart contract system, the main
Ethereum development tools and libraries used were the following:
Smart Contract
System Code 
(written with 
Solidity language) Ganache-cli 
test blockchainsolc 
(compilator) 
SC deployment
web3.js
Javascript 
Tests 
(test methods, 
insert data) 
SC calls 
and queries 
Web App Development 
 Stage
SC Testing Stage
SC Deployment StageWeb App 1 
Displays product 
information 
Web App 2 
Communication bridge 
between blockchain  
and Arduino UNO 
Labels:
Figure 4.1: Framework for creating, compiling, deploying and testing smart contracts
using Truffle and Ganache-cli.
• Truffle - an Ethereum smart contract development framework [59]. It permits easy
compiling, deployment and testing of Solidity smart contracts in a chosen network,
with some debugging features for transactions as well. Compiling is done with the
solc compiler and deployment testing largely use the web3.js library, which is an
important tool used also in the application development stage of this work.
• Ganache-cli - a lightweight, Javascript emulator of Ethereum blockchain networks,
run as a local node [60]. It offers a wide array of options for test network customiza-
tion, enabling developers to test their smart contracts in a private test environment
that is made to measure before they are deployed in public or private blockchains.
web3.js - an Ethereum Javascript API, web3.js implements the JSON-RPC protocol
to connect and interact with any Ethereum blockchain networks [61]. It is a library
dependency of Truffle as well.
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These three tools and an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) are enough to
develop Solidity smart contracts, deploy them on a customized blockchain and run some
Javascript tests on them. Those tests can be used to validate the correct execution of smart
contracts and measure the overall performance of the system in terms of transaction cost,
time and data storage.
Additionally, some basic smart contract functionalities were implemented using open-
source contracts made available through the OpenZeppelin[34] library, which provides
standard smart contract code to be used in all kinds of smart contract systems. This
work specifically uses the RBAC.sol smart contract from OpenZeppelin v.1.12 , which
implements the basis for our Role Based Access-Control system.
The tools used for the second part of this work - the development of the two browser
applications referenced in Chapter 1 - are described in Section 4.3.
4.2 Smart Contracts System Structure
For the explanation of the smart contract system implementation in this chapter, we
start out once again by discussing the general structure of the final system that was
implemented and then explain in more detail each one of its features.
One of the functionalities Ethereum smart contracts implement is inheritance. When
inheritance is used, it allows descendent smart contracts to access methods and data
structures of their parent contracts. This means solidity code can be structured in a kind
of hierarchy, which is shown in Figure 4.2. The final contract launched in the blockchain
in our case is the ’Product Manager’, but it inherits all the methods and structures of its
preceding ancestor contracts as well.
The development of our smart contract system was done above all using inheritance,
which served also to separate different smart contracts largely according to each one’s
functionality. Halfway through the development and implementation process, some
issues started occurring with the smart contract system’s deployment. It was eventually
realised that the problem lay in the size of the code being deployed, and in the way that
the system was conceived initially.
The drawback of inheritance is that the final code of the contract being deployed in-
cludes both the code of the ancestor and child contracts. This led to the child contract
Product Manager becoming too big, exceeding the storage size currently allowed on any
one Ethereum block. A different implementation could solve this issue by having these
smart contracts be deployed separately into the blockchain and communicate via inter-
faces. This code size problem was found at a stage where altering the system to work
solely through interfaces seemed to pose a challenge in of itself, particularly because
most of the methods we wanted to implement, which revolved around the product record
structure and functionalities described in Section 3.3, converged into a single contract,
Product Manager, and were tricky to separate due to co-dependence.
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Figure 4.2: Smart contracts implemented through inheritance system and interface access.
Therefore it was decided that priority would be given to fleshing out the smart contract
system, implementing all the functionalities we wanted to, building and integrating the
applications we planned to make for the system and only eventually deconstruct and
separate the code with interfaces if there was time. Although this task had to be left for
future work, interface functionalities were implemented in the case of the system for
support of different label types, which was easily completely separated from the other
components of the smart contract as it was designed to be a simple and adaptable feature.
The smart contract system is separated into the different modules seen in Figure 4.2
in a way that separates the four main systems we wanted to implement: RBAC authenti-
cation for entities, support for different labels, a quality control and clearance evaluation
system and a product tracking system. The first two are systems are fairly independent
of all the others which is why RBAC-related functionalities can be put at the top of the
inheritance tree and the labels system can be easily implemented without inheritance
at all. Product tracking and quality control and clearance are much harder to separate
because their mechanisms are interwoven and also very dependant of RBAC. Each of
these smart contract modules and their purpose can be quickly summarized to give a
better wide-view of the system:
• RBAC and RBAC Manager - RBAC is a smart contract taken from the OpenZep-
pelin library that implements basic methods and structures for attributing and
authenticating any kind of string-defined role. RBAC Manager limits the creation
of these roles to the ones we defined in Section 3.4, restricts role attribution to only
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users that have already been registerd as entities, and makes it so only the registrars
of the system can manage entities and role removal and attribution.
• Entities - A smart contract for registering authorized users of the system and storing
important data relative to themselves or their business - namely a descriptive name,
a contact and an address.
• Device - A smart contract for registering user device accounts into the system.
• Clearance - The smart contract that contains the Clearance, Certification and Term
structures, as well as some of the methods for term and quality control checks.
• Product Manager - The central smart contract to the system, where the product
record structures and state exist, as well as the product tracking system and clear-
ance checks, which utilize the RBAC system for authentication. Being the con-
vergence point for all these systems, the Product Manager also contains the most
methods and largest amount of code.
• Product Labels and interface - Contract or contracts containing the different data
structures for storing diverse types of standards of label data, which are associated
to product records.
The following sections describe in more detail the mechanisms and methods used for
each smart contract’s state and code.
4.2.1 Data Storage
Most smart contracts have a number of state variables defined in their code, and which
are kept in their storage. They tend to serve at least one of two purposes:
1. To store the smart contract’s state data, which controls the way it responds to calls
and transactions - the same way a state machine’s variables control its behaviour;
2. To store important data in a decentralized ledger, guaranteeing its untamperability.
The use of state variables comes at a high cost of computing and storage resources,
however, which is why writing and rewriting smart contract storage is the most expensive
kind of transaction that users can make in an Ethereum blockchain [8]. Consequently, one
of the main concerns of designing a data registry-oriented smart contract system such as
ours is the optimization of data structures and methods with which data is organized and
stored. This must be done in a way that the cost-efficiency relation of using the system
can be optimized, while also taking into account data accessibility.
To this end, it is important to know the two main types of large data structures that
can be used to store values in the Ethereum blockchain: arrays and mappings.
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Arrays are iterable, but whenever one wants to make a deletion and keep the same
order of elements, a varying number of array members have to be shifted or rewritten
into the right position. This can make simple operations unpredictably costly.
On the other hand mappings, which are essentially non-iterable key-value hash maps,
are slightly more expensive to access and write on than normal arrays, but members can
be added and deleted independently of each other and at a constant, well known cost
for each operation. Additionally, if developers want to iterate a mapping structure, they
can always store their key values in an array. Using both array and mapping structures
can therefore be used to guarantee data accessibility isn’t lost, at the cost of more storage
usage. For these reasons, mappings were used to store and make accessible most of the
data structures on our smart contract system.
4.2.1.1 State Variables and Accessibility
All of the smart contracts mentioned in the previous Section 4.2 have state storage vari-
ables in use. The exception is the Clearance contract, which contains only class structures
and some methods. Table 4.1 lists and summarily explains the purpose of the state vari-
ables present in each smart contract. State variables with an arrow (→) associated denote
the use of Solidity mappings, while brackets ([]) refer to arrays. Variables with names
starting in upper case letters refer to class structures (the Product Record for example
was described in some detail in Section 3.3).
Table 4.1: State variables implemented in each smart contract.
Smart Contract State Variables Description
RBAC role_name →
(user_address →
has_role)
A double mapping state variable. The
first key is the role_name, which leads
to a mapping of user addresses to a
boolean value. The boolean value re-
veals if the user has the role of that
name.
RBAC Manager role_names[6] List of role names allowed in the sys-
tem. It is a constant variable.
Entities
1. entity_addresses[]
2.user_address → Entity
1. List of user accounts/addresses reg-
istered into the system
2. Mapping of user accounts to their
respective Entity data structure, which
contains a name, a contact and an ad-
dress.
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Devices
1. device_addresses[]
2. device_address →
Device
1. List of device accounts registered
into the system
2. Mapping of existent device accounts
to their device data, which includes
their owner and name/description.
Label
1. Label_structure[]
2. label_number → prod-
uct_id
1. Array of label data structures regis-
tered in the system
2. Mapping of the label number to
product id values (used to access Prod-
uct Records).
Product Manager
1. product_id → Product
Record
2. product_count
3. user_address →
bearer_products_list[]
4. user_address →
producer_products_list[]
1. Mapping of product ids to their re-
spective product record.
2. Number of products in the system.
Used to create product ids.
3. List of ids of items of which user is
bearer.
4. List of ids of items of which user is
producer.
The state variables of the RBAC and RBAC Manager smart contracts serve to register
user’s roles into the system. They are accessed every time role authentication or manage-
ment is needed.
As for the Entities and Devices smart contracts, their state variables are essentially
data registry structures - one for regular users information and another for devices, al-
though they can be used for authentication purposes as well. The address keys to access
these data structures are kept in iterable arrays.
The user_address variable in particular is commonly used as a key value for accessing
structures. This is because each user can be identified through his address variable,
which is available to the smart contract on every transaction/function call that the user
attempts to make. So while there is a list of user addresses registered into the system in
the entity_addresses variable, it is generally only used for registry authentication.
The other reason this address list exists is so that the key to certain values is never lost
- particularly, so that product id numbers and their respective product records can always
be retrieved. Figure 4.3 illustrates the main key-value relations between our smart con-
tract system’s state variables. In case a registrar wants to search all of the product records
on the system, for example, they can use the addresses kept in the entity_addresses vari-
able to find all the IDs and associated product records structures that are in the system,
via etiher the producer or bearer product lists. This can be important in the eventuality
that smart contract state variable storage must be deleted/freed. The keys for access of
storage structures should never be lost.
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entity_addresses [ address_1, address_2, address_3 ... address_n]
producer_products_list [ id_1, id_2, id_3...id_n ] 
bearer_products_list [id_1, id_2, id_3...id_n ] 
Entity structures
ID numbers
Label numbers
Product Record 
structures 
Figure 4.3: Diagram of key-value relationships that give access to the Entity and Product
Record data storage structures
The Product Manager smart contract implements all of the state variable and data
structures associated to the product record. A product’s tracking data is accessible for
viewing through the product’s system ID, the key value to access a product record struc-
ture.
As for product ID numbers, they can be obtained through the label number or, for
producer and bearer entities , one of two mappings of addresses to ID lists. These lists
contain the ID of every product each producer has manufactured or of every product
currently in possession of a bearer.
These lists exist so that whenever entities use our blockchain application, the smart
contract uses their address to immediately obtain the data on the products which they
have produced or are in possession of. In this way, producer and bearer entities do not
have to insert product IDs themselves to access tracking data - instead, the application
identifies them and retrieves this list automatically.
4.2.2 Methods and Functionalities
When designing this smart contract system, there were three main functionalities we
wished to implement: RBAC, product tracking and quality control methods. The state
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variables discussed in the previous Section lay out the groundwork for achieving these
objectives, which can now be fulfilled with the implementation of methods that dictate
user access to the smart contract system.
To help visualise how the implementation of these features came together, Listing 4.1
shows an excerpt of the Solidity code used to implement some of these features on the
Product Manager contract. It contains the Product Record structure we defined in Section
3.3 of Chapter 3, as well as a function for updating product tracking data (insertion of a
reading). Some parts of the code are omitted for easier reading.
1 s t r u c t Product {
2 uint32 id ;
3 uint32 eoc_timestamp ; //end of chain reached timestamp
4 Label l a b e l ;
5 S t a t e [ ] s t a t e _ l o g ; //coded state changes + a timestamp
6 Location [ ] path ; //(lat,long) points, name and a timestamp
7 Bearer [ ] bearers ; //bearer address + timestamp
8 Reading [ ] readings ; //stores readings of tracking info used for clearance checks (temperature,
weight etc)
9 Clearance c learance ;
10 }
11 mapping ( uint32 => Product ) products ; //id to product record mapping
12
13 function addReading ( uint32 _id , uint8 _term_type , int32 _f ina l_value , uint32 [ 2 ] _timestamps ) external
productExis ts ( _id ) productSupplyActive ( _id ) {
14
15 require ( hasRole (msg . sender , "certifier" ) | | addressToDevice [msg . sender ] . owner == products [ _id ] . . . .
bearer_address , "Only the bearers devices or customs entities can register readings" ) ; //exit
function if it isn’t being called by an authority or one of the bearer’s devices
16
17 Clearance storage c = products [ _id ] . c learance ;
18
19 for ( uint i = 0 ; i < c . misc_terms . length ; i ++) {
20 i f ( c . misc_terms [ i ] . term_type == _term_type ) { //check for terms/rules on this type of reading
21 i f ( . . . | | c . misc_terms [ i ] . period_timestamps [ 1 ] > _timestamps [ 1 ] ) { //checks time constraints
22
23 c . misc_terms [ i ] . success = _evaluateMiscTermSuccess ( c . misc_terms [ i ] , _ f i n a l _ v a l u e ) ;
24 break ;
25 }
26 }
27 }
28 products [ _id ] . readings . push ( Reading (msg . sender , _ f ina l_value , _timestamps , _term_type ) ) ;
29 }
Listing 4.1: Excerpt of some code on the Product Manager contract. It defines the Product
(product record) storage structure and the addReading function.
The addReading() function is a great example of all of the smart contract system’s func-
tionalities being used to evaluate, validate and execute a task of storing tracking data. The
function has two modifiers, productExists() and productSupplyActive() to check if
the user call being made is on an existing, active product record. Right afterwards, in the
contract code, with a require() statemenet, the smart contract checks if the the user has
permission to add reading type data to a product record - which per our system model
(see Section 3.4) has to be either a certifier/authority entity or a device registered under
the current bearer.
If all these checks have been passed successfully, the smart contract then accesses the
Clearance structure of the product record to check if there are any terms of the "misc"type
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(meaning they are intended for readings, which can have diverse types). If a term is found,
and its type matches the reading’s, and the function call is being done within that term’s
time constraints, then another function is called to evaluate the reading’s input values
against the term requirement. The success of this evaluation may or may not change the
success state of that term. After this process is finished, the new Reading is added to that
product’s readings array log.
All of the methods for interaction with the blockchain network were implemented
following the same kind of process seen above, with RBAC processes authenticating users
and tracking data evaluations being done upon input.
Besides methods that interact with the blockchain network, we also had to implement
and array of view-type functions, which are needed for applications and users to access
and visualize the contract’s storage. Since they don’t alter the contract’s state, these
methods are completely free to call and have no cost to the users.
4.2.3 User Interaction
After getting a low-level look at the smart contract system’s functioning in the two previ-
ous sections, we can look at the system’s process through a higher-level outlook - like a
user would.
Figure 4.4 shows how the tracking of a product unfolds as it travels through the supply
chain in three different views:
• On the supply chain level, we see what methods each bearer entity uses to introduce
data into the blockchain. Changes in state, location or bearer are marked by a
diamond, circle and square shape, respectively.
• On the tracking level, we see how the data introduced by the bearers can be used to
reconstruct a timeline of events for changes in state, location and bearer, as well as
any readings received from IoT devices.
• On the level of clearance checks, we see the terms of transport laid out by the pro-
ducer or government authorities. We also see at what points the data introduced into
the blockchain was checked against these terms, and whether it fit the requirements
they asked.
In this example, the producer starts out by introducing the product data and its
location information into the system with createProduct. In this way he becomes the
first bearer and the point of origin for this item. He updates the product’s state accessing
the addState function, and creates a term for clearance, T1, related to its state - in this
case, a requirement for the product to pass through a certain state before it arrives to the
end-of-chain. The producer then uses the changeBearer method to pass the product on
to Transporter 1.
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the tracking system and the methods implemented, showing
an example of a product’s journey through the supply chain and a timeline of events.
The products tracking data continues being updated, and state changes checked to
see if they fit the requirement of T1. A government authority eventually becomes the
products bearer and makes a state change that fits the requirement for term T1. He
also creates a new term for transport, this time a temperature requisite. As the product
changes hands to Transporter 2, an IoT device (temperature sensor) associated to the
bearer transporter entity monitors the temperature conditions of transport and at the end
of the journey sends the value of its readings to the blockchain. These are checked against
term T2 and turn out to fulfill its requirements.
As the product reaches the end-of-chain, it has passed all its clearance checks. A
record of its journey exists in the blockchain in the form of event logs for state, location,
and bearer changes, as well as device readings, certifications (not represented here) and
terms of transport fulfilled. This information can be used to reconstruct the timelines
seen on the lower half of Figure 4.4. It can be read from the blockchain using view type
functions, with not cost to the users who call them. All of these user interactions happens
through a browser application we created, and which we discuss further in the following
Section 4.3.
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4.3 Web Application Development
To utilize the work that has been developed up to this point in real-world case scenarios
- such as the ones described in Sections 3.1 and 4.2.3 - normal users would have need of
an API that would allow them to interact with our smart contract system.
The developers of Ethereum technologies have invested particularly in tools for build-
ing decentralized web applications (which they call Dapps [23]). These applications ac-
cess specific smart contracts deployed to the Ethereum blockchain, and users spend ETH
currency to interact with them via transactions/function calls. The same tools used for
building Dapps can be utilized for applications that are connecting to private Ethereum
blockchains, such as the one our smart contract system is projected to run on.
Therefore, for the work contemplated in this dissertation, a simple web application for
accessing and viewing data stored in our blockchain smart contract system was developed.
The deployment of our smart contracts to a test blockchain was done with the same tools
detailed in Section 4.1 and Figure 4.1. For the web applications specifically the following
technologies were used:
• web3.js - the same Ethereum Javascript API that is used to test our smart contract
system can then be used for web development. web3.js is used to access the smart
contracts in the blockchain and call their functions. For the development of smart
contracts, the provider for the blockchain connection and the web3
• Metamask - to communicate with blockchain applications, users need to provide
their user account credentials to the application. To ensure this is done safely, it is
typical to use a kind of software called wallets, which store these credentials and
give access to them in a secure manner. Metamask is one such software that exists
in the form of a browser Add-on. It allows users to connect to various blockchain
networks and also to log into and switch accounts easily, which is a useful feature
for testing applications.
• http-server - a simple package for creating local HTTP web servers for application
development.
• Bootstrap.js and Morris.js - the front-end development used Bootstrap.js tem-
plates/components and Morris.js for creating timeline graphics of product tracking
events.
Testing and development of the application was done on the Chrome browser. The
final result is shown in Section 5.2.
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4.4 IoT Device Implementation
There are mainly two kinds of IoT devices that can be integrated into the system: sensors,
meant for collecting data on measurable conditions like temperature, humidity, weight
and the like, and actuators, which upon receiving certain signals trigger the activation
of processes to be put into motion. While there were plans to implement actuators into
the system, the work done here ended up only addressing the use of sensors for readings.
However, theoretically the same kind of system used for communication between sensors
and blockchain could be used for actuators as well.
When considering the implementation of IoT devices into our project, first, we must
address the issue of where to run our blockchain client. Most IoT devices, due to energy
consumption and cost constraints, are designed to have low processing power. How-
ever blockchain clients are heavy applications that require large amounts of storage and
processing power to function. Consequently, currently the most straightforward way to
connect an IoT device to a blockchain is through a gateway unit that runs the blockchain
client and communicates with the IoT device via another protocol.
Secondly, as explained in Section 3.5, each device has its own user account or private
and public key pair to interact with the blockchain. We must then consider where we
store the private key, which is used to sign transactions and spend the account’s currency.
Knowing that handling transactions is demanding in terms of processing power, and that
storing a private key in the device itself might prove unsafe when there’s no access control
on its memory storage, we chose to use a blockchain wallet[62] software in the gateway
unit itself, which can enforce better security for this key.
Lastly, our application needs to know when it is supposed to send readings to the
blockchain, of what type and on what products. To this end we implement the event
log feature of Ethereum smart contract technology, so that the owner of a product can
remotely send orders to start/stop reading values and to add them to the blockchain. This
event system was designed to give orders to sensor devices through the blockchain - the
orders are simply ’start reading’, or ’stop reading’, and enforce a master-slave relationship
between the owners of the device and the device itself. This system makes use of our
smart contract system’s validation authentication functionalities, which assure that the
orders are being given by the device owners, and refer also to items in their possession.
The process we’ve just described unfolds in the following way:
1. A government authority creates a term for storage of an item. When a warehouse re-
ceives it, becoming its bearer, it accesses a method in the Product smart contract that
fires a StartReadingOrder event for one of its devices, (if all bearer and ownership
permissions are met).
2. The gateway unit is listening to the blockchain for events sent to devices that are
connected to it. When the order to start reading is received, our application starts
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storing the device reading information that was requested, and fires its own Order-
Received event, so the bearer can know its request is being attended to.
3. Before the product is shipped to another location, the bearer fires a StopReadin-
gOrder event. Upon receiving it, the gateway unit finishes its stops its reading
process and registers the data collected on the blockchain, under that product’s
tracking data. It is automatically checked by the smart contract against the terms
for clearance created.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the connection made between the device, a gateway unit, blockchain
and the device’s bearer, including the software we used to bridge the communication gap.
We decided to use an Arduino UNO microcontroller and an Adafruit SHT31 temper-
ature and humidity sensor as the data collector. This temperature sensor communicates
its values to the board via an I2C connection, and its setup with Arduino is very simple
and can be found on Adafruit’s documentation for the sensor [63].
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Figure 4.5: Diagram illustrating how we collect sensor data from an Arduino and send it
to the blockchain.
The Firmata protocol [64] is used for microcontroller - computer software commu-
nication. Although the tests we made utilized a USB connection, the protocol can be
employed to wireless connections as well, provided the microcontroller in question can
connect to Wi-Fi networks.
The bridge between device and blockchain is made through a browser application in
the gateway device. In this application, the johnny-five library interprets the pin output
of the Arduino board that is reveived via Firmata connection. The browser application
was made with Node.js technologies, and uses the socket.io[65] and dweet.io[66] libraries
to create a socket connection for Firmata and then emit the data received real-time.
The web3.js[62] library is used to connect to private Ethereum blockchain, where our
smart contract is deployed, and uses the JSON-RPC protocol to communicate. Metamask
is used to manage the device’s user account and transaction signing.
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4.5 Considerations on the implementation process
Throughout the implementation process of the smart contract system a number of diffi-
culties and setbacks were found. They can be enumerated as follows:
1. The most notable problem found has already been mentioned in Section 4.2, and
relates to the code size and complexity of the total smart contract system. Halfway
through implementation, our code started to hit the size limit that smart contracts
are currently constrained to when being launched in the Ethereum blockchain net-
work. The solution to this issue lays in separating the smart contract code into
chunks and use interfaces instead of inheritance to access each contract’s methods
and structures. However for the code complexity of our system, adopting this ap-
proach would have required considerable rewriting/ rearrangement of the work
done until then. Considering the time frame and goals that had been set out for
this dissertation, we decided to first successfully implement all the functionalities
that had been envisioned for this smart contract system and eventually, if there
was time, refurbish the code into separate contracts that used interfaces and didn’t
surpass the code size limit. This feature has in this way been left for future work
considerations.
2. Solidity and the EVM, while able to support complex logic in coded systems, have
nonetheless some limitations in terms of features, particularly when compared to
other programming languages. One that comes to mind is the lack of support for
either fixed or floating point numbers, which led us to store values such as latitude
and longitude as integers, and having the user API handle the conversion of integer
values to decimal numbers. This feature might eventually be supported in future
versions of Solidity. Some other functionalities like limitations in string operations
and in the return values allowed for functions had to be worked around.
3. While there are limitations to Ethereum technologies, the fact is they are being
developed at a rapid pace. The solution developed here used Solidity v.0.4.24, but
throughout these months a more recent stable version came out, v.0.5.5, and it is
already in use. The web3.js and OpenZeppelin libraries went through similar up-
dates. This sometimes brought up some incompatibility issues, so the solution im-
plemented here used above all the older versions of these tools. This means however
that in the short six months this implementation was developed, the technologies
used here are already being replaced with improved solutions.
In spite of these troubles, the final implementation has fulfilled the objectives that
were demanded of it. Since it is being developed with application to a private blockchain
network in mind, the network constraints that were found, although important, are not
unmanageable or unsolvable - Ethereum technology’s fast development and growth is a
good indicator on this. What is left to know is how the system would fare in terms of
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scalability and cost, which is something that will be explored in the following Chapter,
discussing results.
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Results
In this chapter, an evaluation of the system developed and implemented will be made.
The tests shown here will first determine if the smart contract system is behaving as it
should upon interaction by users with its methods. Then, an analysis of the system’s
costs and scalability will be made in order to determine if the blockchain-based solution
presented here could be used on real-life applications. Afterwards, an overview is given
of the web applications developed, the first for accessing blockchain data and the second
to have a temperature sensor send readings to the blockchain system.
5.1 Smart Contract System Testing
We tested out the most important methods and functionalities of our smart contracts
using Truffle and a local blockchain, generated with ganache-cli, (see Figure 4.1). For
calculating and displaying the costs of deploying our smart contract system and calling
its methods, we used eth-gas-reporter[67].
5.1.1 Testing Functionality
The first tests that need to be done to our smart contract system are on the success of
its implementation. The functionalities we have described throughout the last chapters
should be effectively achieved, namely:
• The RBAC system must authenticate users and bar access to functions if they don’t
have the appropriate roles;
• Storage and access of tracking and certification data must be done correctly;
• Quality checks and clearance mechanisms evaluate tracking data as expected.
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So to determine if these processes were indeed working as they should, we set about
testing the smart contract’s methods.
For testing the RBAC system what these tests did essentially was have a registrar user
attribute different roles to a number of other user accounts. These user accounts were
then used to test the several different methods that altered the contract’s state. It was
verified that indeed if the user calling certain methods did not have the appropriate role
or permission to do so, the blockchain network would reject his transaction.
Afterwards, view type functions (which access state variables, but do not alter them
or execute transactions) were used to retrieve values from the blockchain system, and
verify if the smart contract’s state was being changed as expected, overall simulating a
scenario such as the one seen in Fig.4.4.
Listing 5.1 shows part of the code used on one of these tests. Some of the function
input is omitted (marked with (...)) to make for easier reading. The smart contract’s state
is changed, then read, and we compare the blockchain’s output with the expected output
values.
1 //registering state, bearer and location changes in the blockchain,
2 await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . addBearer ( . . . { from : account1 } )
3 await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . addProductState ( . . . { from : account2 } )
4 await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . addLocationToPath ( . . . { from : account2 } ) ;
5
6 //registering a device reading and marking end of chain
7 await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . reg i s terReading ( . . . { from : account3 } ) ;
8 await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . markEndOfChain ( . . . )
9
10 //collecting the state data back from the the blockchain
11 var c l e a r a n c e R e s u l t s=await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . viewClearanceSuccess ( ids [ 2 ] ) ;
12 var productInfoB = await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . viewBearers ( ids [ 3 ] )
13 var productInfoL = await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . viewLocations ( ids [ 2 ] )
14 var productInfoS = await c o n t r a c t I n s t a n c e . v iewStates ( ids [ 2 ] )
15
16 //checking if our input was registered and if clearance was processed correctly by comparing the
blockchains output with our expected output
17 a s s e r t . equal ( c l e a r a n c e R e s u l t s . t o S t r i n g ( ) , expected1 . t o S t r i n g ( ) )
18 a s s e r t . equal ( productInfoB . t o S t r i n g ( ) , expected2 . t o S t r i n g ( ) )
19 a s s e r t . equal ( productInfoL . t o S t r i n g ( ) , expected3 . t o S t r i n g ( ) )
20 a s s e r t . equal ( productInfoS . t o S t r i n g ( ) , expected4 . t o S t r i n g ( ) )
Listing 5.1: Excerpt of Javascript code used for testing the methods related to tracking
and clearance.
Tests on this front were successful and showed that data was being stored as expected,
with state/tracking changes and clearance or quality control being processed properly.
RBAC features also worked correctly.
5.1.2 Gas Costs
In Ethereum blockchains, the cost of smart contract deployment and usage is measured
according to the type and number of computer operations that are done when using them.
This has been explained Section 2.2.4, but to summarize, we consider two variables when
dealing with smart contract cost:
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• gas cost - the cost in gas units of executing computing operations in blockchain
smart contracts;
• gas price - the variable that defines the price users must pay per gas unit, in ETH
currency.
Gas cost is a deterministic measure, meaning that when executing a method several
times, with constant initial state conditions and using the same input, the execution
process’s final gas cost is always the same.
Gas price on the other hand is set by the user calling the method, and represents
the value he is willing to pay to the blockchain miners, per gas unit, for including his
transaction in a new block. Multiplying a method’s gas cost for the gas price offered by its
caller gives us the amount of ETH the user will pay the miner. ETH cryptocurrency prices
can then be converted into normal currencies to give a better notion of real cost behind
that operation. These prices are only relative to usage of the public Ethereum blockchain.
It should also be noted that the ETH market fluctuates heavily, so in the coming months
both the gas and ETH prices used here can become outdated.
To obtain average gas cost values for executing operations in our smart contract system,
a test was developed for creating a set number of products and simulating tracking data
insertion for each of them. Table 5.1 lists the methods that were used and the number of
calls made to simulate a product’s journey through the supply chain being registered in
our system. Each product has five state, location and bearer changes registered, as well
as two readings. Four different terms are created for quality checks, and other common
methods are used once per product simulation. These were the operations and state
changes we thought might serve as an average of typical state changes a product record
would go through on our system. The data input sizes varied between separate calls but
not between separate product record simulations (meaning the same data was always
being introduced with every product record simulation).
Table 5.1: Methods and number of calls made on the simulation of one product’s supply
chain journey record.
Product Record Simulation
Method Number of Calls
addState()
addLocation()
addBearer()
5
createTerm() 4
addReading() 2
addLabel()
addCertification()
markEOC()
fireReadingOrder()
fireStopReadingOrder()
1
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Figure 5.1 shows the results of the product record simulation1, with an assumed gas
price of 5 Gwei (currently a price that yields quick acceptance time from miners) and
ETH market price at the time of simulation 2 used for calculating costs in EUR(€).
Figure 5.1: Gas cost results on the simulation of 25 product tracking supply chain pro-
cesses. Obtained with eth-gas-reporter[67].
The test results seen here display the average gas cost of every method called in
the simulation, the gas cost of contract deployment, and the equivalent cost in EUR(€),
putting in evidence just how costly launching and using the smart contract system on
the public Ethereum network would be. It should be taken into account that variations
on gas cost between calls are quite hard to predict, and we tried to keep all variable data
size insertions on a similar level. The maximum, minimum and average gas costs for each
method do not change with an increase in number of product tracking data simulations
because the input data and initial state are always the same.
Notably, the deployment of the main Product Manager smart contract is the most
expensive call undertaken in our test, costing 17,928,724 gas. As we have mentioned
1some of the method names listed in this figure are slightly longer versions of names used in implemen-
tation descriptions, such as on Section 4.2.3.
2on 23/03/19, at around 23.00H (GMT).
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before, a large code size lead to the contract creation surpassing normal block gas cost
limits - Ethereum currently has a block gas limit of approximately 8,000,000 gas, which
is less than half the value our contract needs. The block gas limit was increased in our
test blockchain so deployment of the contract could happen.
Comparatively to deployment costs, calling methods that execute state changes in
the smart contract is fairly cheap. The total average gas and EUR(€) cost of calling any
method on our smart contract system is 117,662 gas and 0.07€. The EUR(€) cost of trans-
actions is definitely quite high compared to normal, centralized database solutions. It
should be kept in mind that we planned for our system to function in a private blockchain,
and that the gas limits and prices found here could eventually be managed to be much
lower than the ones shown, which are relative to a specific public blockchain.
Furthermore, taking into account the Ethereum block gas limit of 8 million gas,
we could fit on average 68 smart contract transactions into a normal Ethereum block.
Since Ethereum blocks are mined approximately at every 10s, under normal Ethereum
blockchain network configurations the resulting transaction throughput on a private
blockchain - 408 transactions per minute - should satisfy a high-scale solution’s needs.
5.1.3 State Storage Scalability
The last analysis we made of our smart contract system was focused on storage costs. For
an increasing number of consequent product record simulations such as the one defined
in Table 5.1, we used ganache-cli to store the blockchain state database being created in a
folder and upon the end of the simulations, retrieved the folder’s size values. The results,
plotted with Matlab, can be seen in Figure 5.2, showing the variation of the blockchain’s
state database size - actual size, sstorage, (in blue) and size on disk , dsstorage,(in red), in
megabytes.
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Figure 5.2: Plot showing the blockchain’s state database size increases (actual size and
size on disk) versus the number of product record simulations.
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The results show that within a range of 5 to 600 product record simulations, the
size increase of the state database is approximately linear. Taking into account that
the product records being simulated have a constant size, these results fall within the
expected. To better view the data storage scalability of the system without the need for
extremely lengthy simulations, we use the results of the product record simulations we
have done to create two first order models, one for storage size and another for storage size
on disk, that replicate the approximate behaviour of storage increases in our blockchain’s
state database with n being the number of product record simulations. The equations
obtained with the polyfit() command in Matlab were the following:
sstorage(n) = 0.5442×n− 5.1044 (5.1)
dsstorage(n) = 1.9457×n− 21.5432 (5.2)
With these models we again plot a graphic showing expected size and size on disk
storage being occupied by the Ethereum state, but this time for a maximum of 120,000
simulations of a product record. This can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Plot made with the first order models of Equations 5.1 and 5.2, showing the
blockchain’s state database size increases versus the number of product record simula-
tions.
The values of the state database’s files actual size versus the size on disk show that
the database is being stored on disk in a highly inefficient way. This is likely due to the
fact that ganache-cli mines a block for every transaction, so the number of files created
in the storage database - comprising of blocks and transactions- is probably much higher
than what would happen in a full Ethereum blockchain node, resulting in the bloating
of the total storage space spent on disk that is seen here. In a real blockchain node with
proper mining, the disk space occupied by the state database should be much closer to
the actual data size values than what is seen in these results.
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Nonetheless, according to these estimates, and assuming that our blockchain system
is being used by a number of different companies to track their products, after a year
of usage where the average number of product’s tracked per month is 10,000, then the
120,000 product records existent in the system would be kept in a state database with
65.3 GB in size, occupying up to 232.4GB of disk space. After another year with the same
usage rates, these values would double. Considering only the actual state database size,
the storage values are certainly possible to sustain with modern computers.
If we consider the unsustainable to be say, 1TB of data (size, not on disk), then the
limit would be reached at around 1.837 million product records. At the usage rates we
mentioned of 120,000 records per year, the 1TB mark would be hit after 15 years of system
usage. These values are hard to put into perspective if we don’t know how to answer two
essential questions relative to system size through time:
1. What system usage scale do we want to achieve? How many records are being
created per month?
2. How long do we want to keep these records stored on the blockchain? Is there an
expiry date for the usefulness of this data?
To answer the first question, we attempted to find some statistics on logistics parcels
that could be of use. We found one claiming that in 2016, 65 billion parcels in total were
shipped from one country to others [68]. This means that if a 1TB state database size
limit were established for our blockchain system, yearly it could handle tracking data on
2.82 × 10−3% of total worldwide parcel shipping. The perspective this gives us is that
our blockchain system could maybe handle regional levels of tracking data, but could
probably not be applied to say, the scale of a small country.
The second question might have an answer if we consider that many products are
perishable, and after two years of being processed, it is unlikely that they are still on sale.
If 1TB is the size limit in a two year window, then 1.837 million product records could
be created during those two years, at an average of 76,541 products being processed per
month. After this set two year period, the blockchain managers could delete product
records that are unused and stabilize storage levels.
Because we found a limited number of statistics to put these values into perspective,
it would be up to logistics companies to decide if metrics like these are up to par with
their businesses. The overall conclusion on scalability is that the system could not be
easily applied to truly large-scale solutions in large part due to state storage constraints.
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5.2 Browser Applications
Two simple browser applications were built in order to validate our application proposal.
One is meant for regular users who have bearer permissions and want to access infor-
mation on the blockchain. The second application serves as a bridge to communication
between an Arduino UNO microcontroller connected to a temperature sensor and our
smart contract system.
5.2.1 Product Tracking Viewer
In Section 4.3 an overview of the tools used to develop our web applications was given.
A screenshot of the product tracking viewer app we developed is shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Screenshot of the product tracking viewer application in use.
The way the application functions is the following:
1. The user logs into his account using the Metamask browser add-on, and connects
to the blockchain network where the smart contract system is deployed.
2. When the user accesses the application’s web page, Metamask provides the appli-
cation with a connection to the blockchain where the user is logged into (which
should be the blockchain where the contract has been deployed).
3. The web application then has all the tools needed (user address, contract address
and contract interface) to query the blockchain for a list of items that the user is
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currently bearer of. It takes the ID numbers retrieved to query information on each
product - label data and all tracking data.
4. A list of drop-down items is created for each product ID retrieved. Upon opening a
drop-down menu item, it displays that product’s tracking data changes in a timeline
graphic - namely state changes and location changes (see Figure 5.4.)
In this way the application can be used to keep track of state and location changes of
items. The methods shown here could eventually be used to expand the functionalities
of the web application to data insertion and more viewing options (such as on clearance
checks).
5.2.2 Temperature Monitor and Blockchain Connection Application
The second web application we built manages communication between a temperature
sensor connected to an Arduino microcontroller and our Etherem blockchain. Its function
and implementation were already discussed in detail in Section 4.4. A screenshot of the
final application is shown in Figure 5.5, where temperature readings, order receivals and
the sending of a reading were registered.
Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the blockchain to IoT bridge application being used.
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Summarizing what was described in Section 4.4, our second web application connects
to the blokchain via Metamask, a browser add-on, on which a person has logged in the
device’s account and then connected to the blockchain, where our smart contracts have
been deployed.
Our web application, upon establishing communication with the blockchain, monitors
the launch of new blocks for events that order the start or end of temperature readings
for the specific device that is logged into Metamask. If such an order is received from
the device’s owner, the application sends to the blockchain an event acknowledging the
successful order transmission, and starts collecting temperature readings of the type
requested.
Upon receiving an event order to stop reading values, the application collects the
results of the reading and registers them to the blockchain on the appropriate Product
Record with the device’s account. It should be noted the application was also built with
the management of several orders at the same time in mind.
The only difficulty found in this implementation result is that by using Metamask
as a wallet, there was the inconvenient of having to confirm every transaction made to
the blockchain, which we would not want to find on an application that is automatized.
This is because wallets are obviously meant to ensure every transaction they do has
been approved by the user and has been done safely, but for the purpose we have here,
and taking into account the number of safety/authentication precautions on the smart
contract side, it is not ideal to require user interaction. Regardless, the order system was
designed so that reading data would not be affected by delays on user approval, so the
system works correctly. An improved implementation should be based on the use of a
different/custom wallet software being used.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has presented the design and implementation of a blockchain smart
contract system geared towards management of products in a logistics system. To this
end, a number of different features have successfully been implemented in a decentralized
blockchain system, namely:
1. a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) system, implemented with smart contract
technologies;
2. a decentralized registry for tracking and tracing data of products in supply chains;
3. automated clearance and quality control feautures that take into account IoT device
input;
4. a web application that accesses the smart contract’s tracking data and displays it for
users;
5. a web application that serves as a communication bridge between an IoT device
(an Arduino UNO microcontroller connected to a temperature sensor) and the
blockchain smart contract system.
The solution presented here showcases the potential of blockchain technology in solving
some of the issues facing the logistics industry, whilst taking advantage of the decentral-
ized character of these systems. Transparency is achieved by making the tracking data
available to all logistics entities and customers. Since the system is decentralized, there
are no mediators in control of it, and data integrity is kept on a trusted, shared database.
The smart contract system developed in this work passed all tests made on its imple-
mented features. Further tests revealed that although the code size of the main smart
contract had given issues in terms of breaking network size and cost limits upon deploy-
ment, the methods that were built into it do not suffer from the same issues and have
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manageable costs. We concluded that in a private blockchain configured similarly to the
Ethereum public blockchain, an average throughput of 408 transactions per minute with
our smart contract could be achieved.
Our tests on storage size scalability have shown that again, in a private blockchain, the
system can potentially be used to store the tracking data of up to 1.837 million products
in 1TB of storage. Compared to number of parcels being processed yearly in the world -
65 billion[68] - the scalability of our solution is very limited by storage size constraints
and could possibly only be used at a regional scale of operations. This conclusion would
benefit from more statistics to corroborate it, however, which we were unable to find.
Regarding the expected time of operation, we find that for the system to be usable for
large periods of time by a considerable number of companies/users, a periodic deletion of
state storage data might have to be done. This decision might put at stake the benefits of
transparency and untamperability that blockchain brings, but it is an option to consider,
since the relevancy of tracking data decreases with its ageing.
Integration with IoT devices was one of the points made difficult due to the processing
power requirements of blockchain clients and an overall shortage of dedicated tools and
resources to this end. However we have found that the connection and integration of
web applications and Ethereum blockchains is very well supported an has great potential,
provided the developers of these applications are well versed in web development.
Many improvements to blockchain technologies are being made towards fixing these
issues, and at a very fast pace - so fast in fact that throughout the six months this work’s
implementation was developed, some technologies we used are already becoming out-
dated. It is consequently our belief that the viability and usability of systems such as the
one we have presented here will only become more real in the near future, and may well
revolutionize the transparency for supply chains as we know them.
Overall, we believe that the smart contract system developed in this work, as well as
the applications built to interact with it, are valid proof of the feasibility of blockchain
solutions for supply chains. Even with the limitations we found the technologies have
great potential to bring decentralization and transparency to supply chain processes.
6.1 Future Work
In future work, we would like to fix the smart contract code size issue we found and
implement communication of the smart contracts seen in Section 4.2 via interfaces, so
that they could be deployed separately and maybe eventually be used in networks that are
restrictive in regards to contract code and block sizes, such as the main public Ethereum
blockhain.
Another point of interest would be developing a private Ethereum blockchain with
characteristics tailored to the application developed here - such as higher gas limits, a con-
sensus system more adapted to consortium needs and dedicated to running transactions
on our smart contract system only.
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We would also like to implement the communication of more types of IoT sensors
with our blockchain (i.e. RFID identifiers), and explore the benefits of their usage in
supply-chain processes by testing our system in real use cases.
Finally, we would like to obtain more statistics on supply chain processes and logistics.
These could be used to make a more thorough cost analysis of our system and eventually
find improvements to it that would better fit the industry’s needs.
6.2 Scientific Contributions
The work developed here resulted in the writing of two scientific articles, submitted to
the following conferences:
• L. Augusto, R. Costa, J. Ferreira, R. Jardim-Gonçalves, “An Application of
Ethereum Smart Contracts and IoT to logistics” YEF-ECE 2019 - 3rd International
Young Engineers Forum on Electrical and Computer Engineering, Caparica. Paper
was accepted and presented.
• L. Augusto, R. Costa, J. Ferreira, R. Jardim-Gonçalves, “An application of Ethereum
smart contracts to logistics”, SERVICES 2019 - World Congress on Services, San
Diego. Paper was accepted.
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